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HE NEW

The Preferred
Reading In Most
Ken-Tenn Homes

Best Coverage
Of The Fulton

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Eightee

71444-P

The directors of
e Figton
Baseball Association
nd Manager Ivan Kuester co tinue to
shuttle players to and rom the
Fulton Railroaders in ati attempt
to bring the Railroaders back into the first division.
Injuries continue to plague the
team. Outfielder Louie Perigo,
who suffered scalp wounds when
he ran into a fuse box last week
at Union City was released.
Last Thursday night big Junior
Cunningham received a broken
nose when he was hit by a foul
ball during pre-game batting
practice. He will be out of action
several more days.
Two pitchers have been signed
during the week and one has already been released. T
other
is Bill Bishop, 20-year-ol righthander from Covington,
., who
Colewas sent to Fulton by B
man, manager of the Ev nsville
team in the Three-I Lea e. He
saw his first rirofessio I acn
a
tion
at _Hopkinsville
relief role.
nded
Morris Leeper, a left
the
pitcher has been assigned
Fulton team by Charlotte,
and he is reportedly on h way
to Fulton.
has
Dick Guyton's contrac
been received by the FBA and
the lanky outfielder is expected
to rejoin the Railroaders when
the Charlotte team is able to release him.
The News folks have seen copies of the photos taken at the
tea at Cliftcrest on Tuesday and
they are exceptionally good. Mr.
Denny, of Denny's Studio„ said
that prints of the groups are available and Van be had by calling at his studio at 113 Washington street near the postoffice.
The golf habit among local
ladies is constantly gaining interest and the links are always
adorned with experienced and
not so experienced players. But
there's a little matter that keeps
popping up `among some of us,
and its an inevitable condition
. . age. At the present there is
a broken foot, a sprained ankle
and a dislocated hip. The gals
say its exertion, but the calendar
says something else.
One of Barkley's latest stories
is about a Kentucky friend who
helped him get elected to the
Representatives a
House of
quarter of a century agsx After
the election the friend came
around to tell him:
"I want you to know that I
sweat, bled and almost died for
you. There isn't anything I
wouldn't do tor you, and all I
want is for you to be a great
congressman."
A few years later Barkley was
elected to the Senate. Again his
friend came to see him, and said:
"I want you to know that I
sweat, bled and almost died for
you and I know you are going
to be a great Senator. There
isn't anything else I want from
you."
Finally, when Barkley was
elected Vice Presithint of trz..
United States, his friend came
back and this time he said:
When you were elected trthe
House of Representatives. 11
my best to help you. When you
were elected to the Senate, I
v,'ent down the line for you
again. I also sweat, bled and almost died to make you Vice
President. Now I want you to
do something for me."
"What is ?" asked Barkley,
worried.
"Help me take out ,my citizenship papers."

SCHOOL PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY
Plans for an early start on all
the projects of the school building and repair program authorized by the Obion county court
were discussed at a meeting of
the county board of education
Thursday.
The board is taking up each
school as a separate case and
making an intensive study of the
particular
situation at each
school as regards location and
type of building, repairs, etc., a
spokesman for the board indicated today.
This is the program under
which the South Fulton School
system will receive two new
school-rooms and a new cafeteria.
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METHODISTS PLAN
MISSION OFFERRIG
The congregation of the First
Methodist Church will have an
old-fashioned "Altar-table offering" at the morning
worship
service, Sunday, July 24th, for
Missionary
the church's India
project.
The children of the Junior and
Primary departments and their
teachers will help with the service. Following the sermon by Rev
Wm. S. Evans, district superintendent. they will sing a missionary hymn, and bring their gifts
forward. Then the older members of the congregation will
come and lay their gifts on the
Altar-table.
During this quadrennium, The
Methodist Church under the Advance for Christ and His Chureh
is undertaking a great. worldwide missionary effort. The mission area assigned to the Memphis Annual Conference and
First Methodist Church, Fulton,
is the Delhi Conference, India.
Bishop Pickett of the Delhi Area
writes:
"Americans can hardly realize
the need of India. Poverty, illiteracy, disease„ superstition, bad
religion, and oppression com
bine to make the people miserable. India's health needs are
overwhelming. This is a great
day for the preaching of the
Gospel in India. Church attendance is very much on the upgrade. But there is a serious
shortage of workers. As a Kentuckian serving God in India I
rejoice in the prospect of help
from fellow Kentuckians. Your
representative will serve God
while you sleep."
It is hoped that every member of First Methodist Church
will be able to have a share in
this glorious enterprise. Life
magazine (June 6) said: "India
is more important than the other countries of Southeast Asia
together."
The First Methodist Church
serving
in
will have a share
Christ in India.
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'Philmont ott‘Aust"
Scouters in Cimarron

Kentucky and Tennessee Boy 4
Scouts are telling the world a- Memphis for gasoline and rebout their respective States freshments.
Last week they did nothing less
We ate lunch at Forrest City.
than make the front page of the Heavy black clouds formed about
Oklahoma City Times, complete 40 miles east of Little Rock. The
with news story and and a three- rain came down by the bucketscolumn picture. The 20 Scouts ful until about 10 miles from Litand their leaders, Louis Weaks, tle Rock. We stopped in north
Uel Killebrew, Elbert Johns of Little Rock for cokes and gas, We
Fulton and Paul Wehman of Un- headed for Fort Smith where we
ion City speni- a day in that spent our first night. We arrived
western city to break the journ- in Fort Smith very late, about
ey from Fulton to
Cimarron, 8 p.m. After we cooked supper
N.M. where they will spend a there it was time to hit the hay.
week at Philmont Camp. The Our camp in Ft. Smith was loboys from the Four Rivers Coun- cated behind the baseball park
MILK PRODUCERS for the Fulton Pure Milk Company, photographed at last week's big barbe- cil visited the oil wells and Ra- where a baseball game was in
dio Station wxy and visited progress.
cue and get-together at the Fulton Country Club:
Left to Right, 1st row (sitting) Thomas Bruce, James Hicks, Jewelt, England, Howard Milam, Wilson and Company packing
"The next morning we set out
J. W. (Buster) Shuck, J. W. Kimbrow, J. L. Howell, Hillman Collier, W. W. Shelton. 2nd Row. Dew- company for lunch and a t,our.
ey Johnson, N. W. Burnette, Alzo Hicks, John Wright, Merritt Milnor, Henry Phillips, H. C. The group camped at Lincoln for Oklahoma City, only 195 miles
Sams, Sr., C. B. Caldwell, Paul DeMyer. 3rd Row, James Thomas Johnson, H. C. Sams, Jr., John Park in Oklahoma City for two away. We made a stop for gas in
nights before going on to their the little one street town of WarVerhine, Louis Jones, Bernard Bostick, Richard Gardner, Cecil Burnette, Rice Spence
destination.
ner, Oklahoma. From there it
Carl Johnson, Clyde Burnette, 4th Row, Jim Oli ve, Ray Moss, H. H. Via, Travis Slayden, Eugene
was 145 miles to Oklahoma City.
Bondurant, Larry Binford, C. P: Freeman, Leslie Walker, Roy Ethridge, J. C. Olive. Producers not
And also reporting from Ok- Henryetta, Okla., was our lunch
present were Cecil Binford, Oris Leet, C. N. Bro wn, Clois Brown, Walter Farabough, Jr., and C. C. lahoma City is Mrs. Louis Weaks stop kw that day. We had a reRobert.
—(Photo Courtesy Denny Studio)- who wrote to Scout Don Wright freshment stop at Meeker, Okla.
and told that the Scouts draped We entered the city limits of Okthe Confederate Flag in the back lahoma City at 3:50 p. m.
of the bus and raised it on their
"Our camp in Oklahoma City
camp site when they stopped. was in L,incoln Park, the large
Don has a Confederate Flag pre- 600 acre park. Our camp was
sented to him by his cousin Dan- just off the golf course. The next
ny Baird and thinks as much of morning, Wednesday, July 13,
and
A mass parachute jump
the rebel symbol as he does any
The spacious lawn of Clift- which gifts are given annually mock attack on the airport will part of his huge Scout collection. we went on a tour of the city increst, colonial home of Mr. and to the Associated Country Wo- highkght a military air show On holidays and special occas- cluding the State Capitol, oil
wells, the radio station, packing
Mrs. L. A. Clifton, presented a men of the World.
during which Barkley Field will ions Don proudly. displays his
picture of Kentucky grandeur on
In charge of the meeting was be rededicated to the vice presi- Confederate Flag in front of his house and television show. Oklahoma City really showed us a
Tuesday afternoon when nearly Mrs. Bertha McLeod, County dent of the United States, here, home on Park avenue.
good time. I believe we an en390 friends gathered in obser- Demonstration Agent.
Sunday, August 14.
Fulton
From Louis Weaks comes a joyed our stay in Oklahoma City.
vation of the annual
Among the out of state visitWith Vice President Barkley day by day diary of the journey The newspaper, Oklahoma City
County Homemakers "Interna- ors present TueSday afternoon
tional Day." The Southern at- at the meeting were Mrs. John the guest of honor and principal to Cimarron, which the News Times, carried a picture of US
viewing one of numerous oil
mosphere was transformed into Murphy and Mr. and Mrs. Chest- speaker, some 60 men at a time is pleased to print.
wells in their city.
a melting pot of nations as Miss er Murphy and son, Gary Whay- will hit the silk from huge Army
"Twenty Scouts, four leaders
"Thursday, July 14, we left
Mary Martin, interestingly told ne, of Louisville, Mrs. Jack troop carrier planes.
and their bus driver left Fulton, Oklahoma City at 8 a. m.
of the need for understanding of Scrugges of St. Louis and Mrs.
Ellements of the Ilth Airborne Ky., Monday morning at 6 a. m. over 250 miles ahead of us. We
the problems of the world and Dick Hardy of Illinois.
at
Camp It is "Philmont or bust" for us. planned to spend our next night
Division, stationed
related how much of the strife
execute the
"We ran into rain just before in Amarillo, Texas. We stopped
Helping Mrs. Clifton in serving Campbell, Ky., will
today could be avoided as a rejump, regroup on Barkley Field
sult of better relations with our were Mrs. Robert Batts, who was and "attack" it with blank am- Union City and it lasted until for gas in the flour milling town
we got to Ripley, Tenn. Our bus of El Reno. The country out here
lovely in a formal, Mrs. Forest
international neighbors.
munition. Their landing will be pulled into Memphis at about is very level. Our gang was ffagr
Homemakers in America are Riddle, and Mrs. E. E. Mould.
supported by glider troops and 10:05 a.m. We crossed the "fath- ged dovrn by a car just east or
doing their share to further inTo add further to the most equipment in the most spectacu- er of waters" at 10:20 a.m.
Clinton, Okla. The occupants st"
ternational relations by securing
interesting and enlightening pro- lar performance this end of the
Our crew stopped in West the car were Mr. and Mrs. Ward
a pen pal in some foreign coundressej in state ever witnessed.
little
ca,
gram,
16
Johnson and their eon. They wee*
try. Mire John-Hinkley of Fulton
-re stationeli in
lovely formals
In addition the sponsoring Pareturning home 40 Fulton truant
told of her English correspondescribe the ex- ducah Junior Chamber of Comeach
room
to
a
western v,acation trip.
Ira Little. prominent Fulton ent and Mrs. McCollum of the quisite antiques as the guests
attractions
were
said
more
merce
"We stopped at Elk City•fer
business man and banker, an- Montgomery Club also told of her were ushered through the beauexpected to be added.
our lsinch. It was about nit
nounces the purchase of the Ken- friend from across the seas.
home "Cliftcrest," which
p.m. Elk City is a typical westActivities will begin the eveMrs. Robert Thompson gave tiful
tucky Motor Company, local
was built in 1870.
ning before the air show, with a
ern town with wide streeta, cow-Oldsmobile dealership, from Paul a report on the club's "Pennies
Still another Fulton-Union City pokes, etc. We started our'
From Friendship Project," from
One of the most interesting dance for visiting pilots. A
Clark and Paul Nanney.
clash took place yesterday af- journey again about 1:38 pos.
The sale, accomplished last
antiques viewed by the guests breakfast will be served the
ternoon when Fulton's Little We stopped for gas and cakes
weekend, will bring no changes
was the rosewood bedroom suite, morning of the show for private
Railroaders took to the field a- in Groom, Texas We ran into
in name, personnel or location of
which appeared in the picture fliers attending the show. .The
gainst the Union City Pee Woes. T
raeix
nas
b.etwems Ella City and Gnawsthe business, advised Mr. Little.
"Gone With The Wind," used bg sponsors look for 300 to 500 private planes to be on hand.
Both beams are in line with a
Nanney will continue on as manScarlet O'Hara.
million-dollar
airport, recent organization called the
The
"Our crew pulled into Amarillo
ager of sales and general operaPresiding over the interesting previously known as Paducah- Little Leagues, which has be- about 6:20 p.m. ready to put ups
tions, and Arnold Whits v411
board of education Wed- program was MrS. Wilson Hela- McCracken County Airport, has come aatienwide and was fea- camp. We went for a swim,.
The
continue as shop foreman.
nesday appointed Marshall Cath- er, County Program Chairman recently been renamed for Vice- tured recently in ari' article ''irr Compliments of the posl, abler
In addition to Oldsmobile, Mr.
ran of Robertson County, Tenn., of near Hickman.'President Barkley.
the Saturday Evening Toots
our supper. Most of us,were irs
Little announces that the Kenas band director and principal
bed by 10:15 p.m. getting rest for
tucky Motor Company will also
The local organization hgs cbtne
of Carr Institute. He succeeds
our last fun day on the road. 11Fe
become local dealers for Cadilas the direct result of almost urss
Yewell Harrison, who resigned
'all went to sleep by the raindrops
lac automobiles.
aided work on the part of.
to accept a position as band difalling on the tents. Friday, July
Mr. Little previously operat"Skinner" Ruddle.
rector in Lexington, Tenn.
15,.we got up to find part of orse
ed the Oldsmobile agency here
workirgs
on
Cathran
has
been
For the past several weeks equipment wet or'very'damp.
from 1935 to 1941, in a Fourth
"After breakfast we brshe
Skinner has devotee much of hitt
street location now occupied by his masters degree at Peabody
Houst,on Norman, an employee a knife on the officers.
this summer. He is a graduate of
and headed
time to the development ()Lille camp at 8:30 ,a,
the Sawyer Market.
According to Adarns, Norman Little Railroaders. His material for our last days travel. We
Murray State college, and serv- of the Austin and Hancock farmS,
ed as band director in the Army has threatened to file suit against had been drinking, but was not has been the boys between the stopped in- Dalhart, Texas fee'
after his graduation. Recently he two South Fulton police officers, causing any trouble at the sta- ages of 8 and 12. Yesterday was gas and stopped for lunch hi
has been teacher of public school following injuries suffered while tion; he had been around for a- their first game.
the town of Clayton, N. M. We
county he was being arrested and taken bout an hour when McClure and
in
Robertson
music
Over 40 boys have been prac- then headed for Philmoht Stoat
schools, near Springfield, Tenn. into custody last Sunday.
Bushart entered, questioned him, ticing. Yesterday's game was Ranch, which is 41 miles on the
His wife, also a graduate of MurThe officers, Parker McClure and proceeded to search him. played between the best boys other side of Raton.
"The dairying industry in
reported
ray State, will teach the third and O. L. Bushart, are
When Norman stepped back beWe arrived in camp about 4:4d
West Kentucky and West Ten- grade at Terry-Norman school by Mayor "Squire" McDade to fore their advances, according to from both towns but four teams
will ne organized and they will p.m. and got our physical renessee ranks among the best in
to
subdue
31
years
old.
been
obliged
have
here. Cathran is
Adams, Bushart hit him on the play each other.
check, ate supper, etc.
theZtate." C. E. Hodges, the
Tomorrow afternoon we start
Two other teachers were elect- Norman in making his arrest at head with a blackjack, and he
Three local firnis have afered
new manager at Armour and
staHighway
service
a
Martin
struck
a
number
of
times
by
was
trek on horsebackCompany told the News tochiy. ed—Miss Louise Sebastian of 'lion, when Norman drew a knife both officers, even 'after he had to sponsor teams and a fourth on our six-day
"There are great possibilities Martin, first grade and Mrs. Mo- on McClure. In the ensuing ac- fallen to the floor. Adams de- sponsor is needed. The Coffee More later.
—LOUIS WEAKS
Shoppe, City Drug Store and
that in the future the dairying zelle Crafton of Fulton second tion, Norman was injured to the
scribed the treatment by the of- Fulton Pure Milk are the three
industry will eventually replace grade at Terry-Norman.
All teachers are eminently extent that 33 stitches were tak- ficers as "brutal."
who have already contributed.
some of the more abundant crops
en about his head.
Norman was unable to appear
The money given by the sponas a major farm income," he qualified to fill the vacant poNorman has denied drawing a Monday-for a hearing, and it has sors is being used to purchase
Holland
is
to
sitions
and
Supt.
said.
knife. John Adams, who witness- been postponed pending his ap- equipment. The players will buy
such
commended
for
securing
be
Mr. Hodges was transferred to
ed the affair at the Adams Serv- pearance. According to 'Mayor and wear their., own uniforms.
Fulton from Louisville, Ky., competent replacements.
ice Station, told the News yester- McDade, he is being
charged
The equipment used by the
where he was quality supervisor
day that Norman did not draw with "public drutkeness, and boys is reduced to scale.
Mrs. Ray Spicer, of Clinton
The
for ten months. Prior to that Union City Seeks
resisting arrest."
diamond is 60 feet instead of died Wednesday morning at atime he operated a branch house Workers For New
90. The pitcher's slab is 42 feet bout 9 after being critically inat Glascow,'Ky. He has been
ROTARIANS HEAR KUESTER and the balls and bats are small- jured Tuesday afternoon when
associated with Armour and Com- Fact?ry Survey
a horse she was riding fell on
er.
pany since 1935, all of which
Ivan Kuester, skipper of FulOne hundred fifty persons beThe lineup for yesterday's her, crushing her internally and
time he has been in the dairying tween the ages of 18 and 45 years
ton's baseball team, was guest game was: Max Richards, cf; fracturing her skull, with the
division of the firm.
speaker at the Tuesday luncheon
filed applications for jobs with
her
Vernon McCrea, rf; Jerry Noffel, saddle horn penetrating
The new manager and Mrs. 'the Tennessee Department of
Committees were given the go- of the Fulton Rotary Club. Kueschest.
Hodges are rooming in East Ful- Employment Security in Union ahead signal for all-out prepara- ler outlined some of the injuries lb; Jim Vowell, 2b; Jack ForMrs. Spicer, who was carried
ton until they can find suitable City and at South Fulton on Mon- tions for the annual Union City that have plagued the Club rec- rest, ss; David Holland, c; Bobby to the Jackson Hospital in ClinCursey, lf; Marvin Phillips, 3b:
living quarters.
day, the first day of a five-day Horse Show Thursday as the ently, and advised that consid- Jerry Pigue, p.
ton, never regained conscioussurvey to determine the avail- date of Tuesday evening, Aug. 16, erable effort was being made to
ness.
Linton Receives
able supply of labor in this area. was announced for the annual rejuvenate the team.
She was trying out a saddle
Mrs.
Pique
Resigns
To
Chief purpose of the survey, event at the regular weekly meethorse which her husband planUK Scholarship
which was requested by the Un- ing of the Kiwanis club, sponsors Surgical, Hospitalization
Teach In South Fulton ned to buy when the accident ocAvailable For Tennessee
Otha Linton, recent graduate ion City Chamber of Commer/e, of this year's show.
curred.
Planning has been underWay
"The Tennessee Plan" of volunMrs. Hugh Pigue, librarian and
She was found by her husof Fulton High and News sports is to furnish brasstacks informaeditor, has been offered a $250 tion to industries Which have on the part of club committees tary, prepaid surgical and ob- teacher in the Fulton Schools for band and a negro Man, with the
scholarship to the University of indicated they might be interest- for the past several weeks; but stetrical insurance is now avail- the past 22 years has resigned to horse still lying on top of her.
Kentucky. The scholaathip award ed in locating plants in the Un- with a definite decision on a date able to the public, it has been accept a similar position in the
Mr. Spicer operates a laurfdry
reached.intensive work now has announced. The plan was devel- South Fulton School, Supt. W.L. service in Clinton for Parisian
came as the result of a com- ion City area.
oped
State
announced
Wednesday.
.many
phases
of
by
the
Holland
here
begirt(
on
the
Tennessee
Of the 150 registering
Laundry.
petitive test taken by Linton last
Her resignation was effective
spring in which he achieved a and at South Fulton on'Monday, activity incident to the produc- Medical association in cooperaShe also leaves a brother, Wiltion of the event that annually tion with insurance companies immediately, Much to the regret liam Luten of West Cliaton.
high rating.
abont 30 were women.
There were 135 registered for attraeU some of the top horses on and representatives of consumer of students and school patrons
The funds for the scholarshOp
runeral services were held
were made available by the Ken- work here Monday and 15 at the show circuits and crowds groups after many months of who love and admire the popular Thursday at four o'clock from
teacher.
study.
I running into the thousands.
the Clinton Methodist Church_
South Fulton.
tucky Distillers Association.
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, li4e giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

What Do YOU KNOW
About Conununism?
"Communism" is a word we see and hear
every day now, almost everywhere we go,
and in practically everything we read. We
wonder just how many of us have ever gotten down to basic, bare facts about this doctrine and discovered its real meaning; applied its doctrine to ourselves and considered
our lot in case we were ever called on to
fight it or embrace it.
In his book "Mein Kampf' Hitler clearly
outlined the step-by-step process by which he
propOsed to achieve his mastery of the continent, and then, to everyone's amazement,
followed his plan to the letter. Like Hitler's
the ideals and plans of the Communists are
printed and distributed for all to see and the
step-by-step progress of these plans can be
plainly traced almost month for month.
All Communist parties base their doctrines on those of Karl Marx. Let us pre_sent to you some of the things Marx advocates:
1. All property and land is abolished
and all land rents are applied to public purposes.
2. A heavy, graduated income tax is
imposed.
3. Right of inheritance is abolished.
4. Property belonging to emigrants and
xebels is confiscated.
5. All credit is centralized in a Stateowned bank having an exclusive monopoly.
6. All communication is owned and op,
erated as a unit by the State.
7. Factories and production are grad-ually taken over by the State.
8. Industrial armies, especially for agriculture, are established in accordance with
i f all for labor.
the obligatiiituo
ke things blunt, Conununism
Just to
'

has set out to take from us every principle,
every freedom, every dream, every opportunity we now have under our democracy.
Around ten-t,housand (self-acknowledged)
members of the Communist party are now

A professor of phynical education in Utah
has recently written toe to ask about our
,aglithacts of jumping the rope im tihis nufeefifia-Wyty place. Of coutte, iihe *Sid hot gensine
it that way; that is my own wanabwg. I
wrote her juat abbgt everything I Gould
think of that wowld let her know what jumping the tope was like at Fidelity and many
another place...pie it; doing some research
in that field anit'should find some interesting
things- If I were not so old and clumsy, I
would like to learn all -the sequences she
finds out, and then act them out
Now at Fidelity we really went in for
jumping the rope. It was a game that many
could play at, and it did not take a lot of
equipment. Grapevines grew in profusion all
over our part of the world. A vine about
twenty to thirty feet long is best, for it can
accommodate a whole school at once. We
would line up facing the descending rope, run
in, jiunp the rope, and then run out on the
other side. Usually -we made a figure eight,
running around the other player and back
in again. Sometimes we played so rhythmically that someone was there to jump each time
the rope struck the ground. Even little fe..1lows could do this well; it was a source of
pride tb little girls to be good rope-jumpers.
'The throwers were relieved from time to
time so that they could take their places in
-line, It took only a few jumps to raise a big
idust, which thenceforth was all over us
and the schoolyard.
After we had learned how to run at the
"front door," we tried our luck at the "back
door," that is, with the rope going up rather
than down. It took a good deal cif skill to do
this, ahnost as much as to turn a somersault
backwards. We often got tripped in this sort
of game, but falls did not hurt in those days.
If we hesitated on running in, either in front
or back, we called that "catching flies." Some_
times a scary child would get completely bewildered watching the rope and fail to run
in at all. That Coiled for some Severe kidding.

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY

that they were communists in order to hold
up appearances. It is also well known that
Communisrii racognizes no religion and is
based on atheism, Under. atheism 'and com-

Democracy in which we live should keep the
Communist doctrine in mind and meet its
advances with a doubled fist. Eternal vigilance
is the price of freedom.
Our worth is determined by the good
deeds we do, rather than by the fine emotions we feel.—E. L. Magoon.
I have always thought the actions of
men the best interpreters of their thoughts.
—Locke.
The talent of success is nothing more
than doing what you can do well; and doing
well whatever you do, without a thought of
fame.—Longfellow.
When you get right down to the root of
the -meaning of the word "success," you find
that it simply means to follow through.—F.W.
Nichol.
Be thorough in all you do and remember
that though ignorance often may be innocent, pretension is always despicable.—W. E.
Gladstone.
No one can save 'nimself without God'r.
help, and God will help each man who perfotrat hi. own part.-IMary Baker Eddy.

Some youngsters developed skills of all
sorts. They would. hop On one foot, jump on
all fours, jump with a partner, click their
heels together as they jumped, or turn around and round as they jumped. Some
called for "hot pepper," that is, a very fast
throwing of the rope. Too often this ended in
a free-for-all, for the throwers usually gave
the jumper more than he bargained for.
Sometimes we "rode the waves," that is, we
jumped the rope as it was swung backward
IfOININUCi‘iiiit.not.ousr. Some.long-legged
boys preferred to show off by jumping the
rope a foot or more off the ground. The
throwers sometimes made it up to trip the
the jumper after a few successful jumps. It
was this very trick used by two boys at Fidelity that caused Ab Elliott to get a severe
fall and break his arm. The boys very penitently agreed to help pay for Ab's groceries
while the arm was healing; their generosity
almost broke them up, for Ab's arm was a
long time healing; he was having too soft a
time with this arrangement.
Jumping the rope singly was sure to
break out like a rash* every year. The best
single jumpers were usually fair-sized girls,
who could jump a hundred times or more
without missing a step. Sometimes they said
rhymes, which I have wholly forgotten, much
as I would like to have recalled a few to
send to the lady professor. Sometimes the
single jumper would throw the rope over
another girl, who also kept perfect time with
the thrower. Grapevine was good for this
type of short rope, but sometimes a portion
of a plowline or a well rope appeared, a sort
of aristocrat at Fidelity School..
Skillful throwers had their share of the
fun by varying the rhythm of the rope to
get even with some of the jumpers. There
are probably several mysterious knots on
some middle-aged heads right now that got
started being whacked with a heavy grapevine, when those same- heads were
much
younger and more daring and probably needed just such rude reminders of being out of
line or acting too big on the playground.

There tire many people who reChrist came to the country of the
to 1Ft the Lord Jesus Christ
Gadarenes, and they asked Him to fuse
.into their lives because they
cm
depart from their coast. Why?
want tc , hold on to some selfish
There was a poor outcast creature ambition or evil habit or sinful pracpossessed of many demons living tice. The reject the Saviour bein the tombs of the hillside. From
cause tl: do not want to give up
this fierce, unhappy creature the some
n ting pleasure or wordly
Lord Jesus Christ cast out the torwould rather have a few
L
dio.
is.
menting spirits. permitting them to .
Thae
th
fthe presence of the Son of
go into a herd of swine. Unwilling ao
d
.
.
"
411
and
the joy which His salvato give habitation to the spirits that
iei s. They would rather have
bthtrhasse
ioagntasdi
thparo
had controlled the man, the swine th
heaven. pork rather than
ran into the sea and were drowned.
k Christ aaya "I am come
(Mark 5:1-17)
might have life. and that
These Gadarenes had the wrong
t bay
'e it more abundantsense of value. They thought more i2
i.7, fi
lt t he Gadarenes _among us
of their pigs than they did of a man. 'La:"to keep their pigs.
They asked the Son of God to leave r,..'21" ts a strange kinship Iskdeed,
betWeen
them because they preferred to see su
`"c
7 r1en and their swine—both are
a man in the grip of demons than to
" d with the gratification of the
satl
lose some swine.
and both lack appreciation of
Some people are like that today. se
ible realities. The Lord Jesus
They think more of temporal gain into
comes with an emphasis on
than they do of eternal values. Soma Ch
ngs of the Spirit. the unseen.
men are so busy attending to bus- the
ent things. -What shall it
iness that they have no thno tor pe
their families, and in struggling to Profit man." says Jesus. "if he shall
whole world and lose his
accumulate a fortune they let their ten
1*
own children go to destruction.
own

b

munism, an oath means nothing, because
they believe in no God except the god of
communism centered in Russia.
We were profoundly amazed that a supposed well-informed European Churchman,
who had an important role at last year's Am-

Tidbits of Kentucky Folic-Lore
Juniping The Rope

Irina

to their inr6ads.
In this month's "International Teamster,"
President Daniel Tobin points out that "it
is well known that the Communist Party has
instructed its members in this country to deny

sterdam meeting, last week made the assertion that Communism was "not ,so bad,"
or words to that effect. If the communists
recognize no God, we cannot see how anyone
who does, could tolerate them.
We submit that every citizen of this

Friday, 3

by McFeattors

working toward this goal in these United
States. We .marvel at the ignorance, or the
tolerance of many of our citizens, who permit this movement to gain strength, who
maintain cordial relations with many of these
people, who sit idly by and offer no resistance

•

•

STRICTLY BUSINESS

"Why is it, Miss Clark, I can never find what I want
in these files?"

From The Files:

`7,44.14

Bach The e/och

July 26, 1929:
The official primary ballot, announced this week, consists of
the following: For Representative: J. D. Via and Dee L. McNeill: For County Judge: W. C.
(Clarence) Reed, J. W. Roney,
Walter L. McMurry and W. O.
Shankle; For County Attorney:
Lon Adams and E. J. Stahr: For
Sheriff: J. Frank Crouch, ChaF...
H. Moore, Albert Smith, Goalder
Johnson, W. J. Fields and Abe
Thompson; For Justice of the
Peace: C. J. Bowers and Cora E.
Nichols; For Jailer: Henry Collier, O. L. Bruce, John Wilmath,
Tom Pendleton, Charles E. Roper, John W. Harrison. W. T. Eas•
ley, Tobe Jackson and Harrell
(Big Boy) Hubbard.
Work continues to progress
nicely on the new, handsome
Swift and Co. building. Some of
the machinery has already arrived.
President Gordon of the Fulton County Fair association is
busy distributing the program
and rmium list of the fair,
whic will be Affogust 27-31.
Th I. C. parts and flower
gardens in Fulton are attracting
unusual attention this year. A
visitor proclaimed them as the
prettiest he had seen in all his

travels around the country.
The Illinois Central and the
Southwest Air Fast Express
have combined to avail travelers
of train-air service to the southwest. The tri-motored, all-metal
Ford monoplanes are used; each
seatirg 14 passengers.
Wanted: Experiencd cigarmakers. American Cigar Company,
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown gave
a surprise birthday dinner at
their home near Water Valley in
honor of Mrs. Brown's mother,
Mrs. Henry Ringo of Detroit.
Master Artell Vincent of Austin Springs has been on the sick
list for the past few days.
"A flaming, dramatic thunderbolt." The Folly of Youth . . .
this week at the Orpheum Theatre.
Big dinner every day, 50 cents.
Smith's Cafe; Albert Smith, prop.
Last Saturday the cream stations of Fulton shipped 32,510
gallons of cream, for which was
paid the producers around $3,240;
pretty good for one day's business, says H. A. McPherson,
county agent.
Pointer DeMyer is going to
purchase the first soybean harvester ever brought into the
county.
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The value of a tune-up is uickly demonstrated
when you take your car ou . Faster get-away ..
more power .. more miles p r gallon of gasoline
ltages can he
. . these and many other a
ur car in
yours for such a small cost. Drive
niltoday. Let us put it in first class driving
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RADIATORS
Cleaned — Repaired — Rebuilt
•

MOTOR WORK
Ewing Galloway:
keosiodelut Oa

BLOCKS BORED, VALVES GROUND AND SEATED
SLEEVES INSTALLED, MOTORS REBUILT

The Ida4cit

HC
FRE

•
Returning at 10 p.m. from
three days of speech making and
many long plane flights, Vice
President Barkley took an advance copy of Harry Schacter's
book with the same title as this
column, to bed with him. Intended to read himself to sleep and
finish the book at his convenience. Eleven o'clock came, then
twelve, then one-plus. Kentucky's
Number One Public Man didn't
even yawn, much less doze. Not
until he had read the last line.
The publishers, Harper and
Brothers, had sent Mr. Barkley
the advance copy of Schacter's
book, which will be for sale in
September, about the same time
a magazine article about the
Committee for Kentucky is scheduled by the Readers Digest.
T*o paragraphs from a letter
written to the publishers by Vice
President Barkley certainly are
worth quoting:
"Regardless of politics, race or
creed, the beauty, charm, traditions and romance of Kentucky
can be translated into industrial,
agricultural, moral and intellectual dividends, which will make

charm more charming, beauty
more beautiful, and traditions
even more sacred.
"The Committee for Kentucky
has performed a great duty to
the state. It has been said to us
"Know thyself." By becoming
we
acquainted with ourselves,
know better how to improve ourselves. By improving ounselves,
•we can Shen more vapidly bridge
the gap between ourselves and
our hopes and aspirations, and
leave to the generations ahead of
us greated pride and gratitude
for bequeathing to them a state
seething with progress, because
it is seething with dissatisfaction
with the present rate of that
progress.
"To Harry W. Schacter, who
has been the torch-bearer in this
of
gAat quest for knowledge
ourselves, I offer my sincerest
congratulations, as well as to
the whole membership of the
Committee for Kentucky. I hope
every American will read the
iasinating story contained between the covers of the book,
"Kentucky on the March."

Farm Bureau News
fiti q4434ot qtAditiogykot
Stiaie
Oppose Further Cuts in ECA
Deep concern over proposals to
further reduce appropriations for
the Economic Cooperation administration was expressed by
Allan B. Kline, President of the
American Farm Bureau Federation, in a message to all members
Senate Appropriations
of the
Committee last week.
Mr. Kline urged the committee to accept the provision in the
House bill which would appropriate $3,568,470,000 to ECA for a
12-month period but permit the
expenditure of this sum within
10 1-2 months if the President
and the ECA Administrator find
that conditions make this necessary.
"It would be unwise to take

any action that might cripple the
European recovery program," Mr
Kline wrote. "The continued recovery of western Europe is vital to world recovery and to the
our
of
continued prosperity
American economy.
"We favor strict economy in
governmental expenditures, and
will support aggressively appropriate measures to that end; however, we doubt the advisability of
a further cut in ECA at this
time," he continued. "We believe
it to be conservation prudence to
grant ECA the flexibility contained in the House bill. We have
full confidence that Administrator Hoffman will keep his pledge
not to use an unnecessary dollar."
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WHEELS ALIGNED and BALANCED
We use the famous "BEAR" EQUIPMENT
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GENUINE BUICK PARTS
Genuine International Truck Parts
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Prompt Serrice and Specialized Mechanics
On All Makes and Models

Bob White
•••.-

Motor Company
228 Fourth Street

Phone 60
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ing of frames. April, framing
and hanging of pictures and
hanging .mirrors.
Goals
Make 200 lamp shades. Every
Homemaker do something to improve her lamps and lighting.
Every Homemaker do something
From The Home Demonstra
to improve the pictures in her
home. Every club have two leadOen Agent From Fulton Co
ers or substitutes present for
every Araining school. An exibit during National Home DemHome Furnishing Flanging
onstration Week.
Meeting
The following present were:
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor, county Mrs. Gene Dowdy, Mrs. Guy
president and Mrs. Harvey Bon- Hale, Mrs. Claud Middleton, Mrs.
durant, county home furnishing Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Mrs. J. M.
leader and fourteen other lead- McCollum, Mrs. J. R. McClanaers, some last year's leaders and ham, Mrs. Clyde Corum, Mrs.
soine newly elected for the com- 1 Oliver Kash, Mrs. L. C. Brovin,
lag Year, meet on July 14 in Mrs. Bill Holland, Mrs. Barry
Club Hancock, Mrs. HarveY BondurHomemakers
Hicicrnan
room with Miss Venice Love- ant, Mrs. Harold Copeland, Mrs.
lady, specialist in Home Furnish- Frank Stroud, Mrs. A. E. Graves,
ing ttrom University of Kentucky Mrs. Roy D. Taylor.
Miss Vencie Lovelady was
to plan the six lessons for the
coming year on Home Furnish- most enthusiastic over the work
ing, three on lamp shades and Fulton County has done this year
three on pictures. The October in Home Furnishing and predict:
5th lesson will be on selection of ed a most successful year.
lamps, shades, correct bulbs,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
cord„ and wiring of lamps.

Pfc Joe Bondurant, USMC, arrived in Fulton Friday afternoon,
July 15, from Cherry Point, N.C.,
where he has been stationed for
the past six months. After spending a few days with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant,
Fulton Route One, he will enter
the Marine Electronics School at
the Naval Air Base in Millington, Tenn.
Bondurant joined the Marine Corps October 21 1948 and
received his boot training at
Paris Island, S C. Since completing his training at Paris Island
he has been stationed at the Marine Air Station in Cherry Pont,
N.C. where he has received training in Marine Electrical Engineering.

&Yd.—

"Truth" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all Christian Science
churches throughout the world
on Sunday, July 24, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "Teach
me thy way, 0 Lord; I will walk
in thy truth."
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Sunday Services, 11:00 a. m.
Wed. Testamonial 8:00 p. m.
Reading Room, open WednesFebruary's election and cltan- day through Saturday frum 3 to ;
5 p. m.
ing of pictures and mirrors.
All are cordially welcomed.
March, renovation and finish-
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A General Electric Ifomefinal
keeps game and fish fresh for months!
venison until
TZAR you won't have to gorge on
then hunger
and
hunting,
off
swear
to
ready
you're
I
for the stuff half the winter.
just freeze
With a General Electric Home Freezer, you
you want
the fish and game you get. You eat the food

rir Ho

when you want it.
for freesA General Electric Home Freerzer is grand
goods, and
baked
fruits,
a.nd
vegetables
storing
and
frig
save money
ice cream. Your wife saves work and you
on these foods.
can
To be sure of every satisfaction a home freezer
offer, be sure you get a General Electric.
The sealed•in refrigerating aystemis the same type as
that used in General Electric Refrigerators. More than
1,700,000 of these systems have been in service ten years
or more.
In repeated laboratory tests, the General Electric
Perfect Seal cabinet construction proved so efficient that
it kept food frozen for several days after the current

Improvement Association in FulThe local golfers go to Marton, Hickman, Carlisle and Mc. field this Sunday for a match
Cracken Counties. He graduated with the Mayfield Country Clubfrom Cayce High School in 1047. bers.
Other Fulton scores were: Bade
78; Judge Richards. 711P:
Local Golfers Lose By R,ogers,
Ray Clonts, 81; J. T. Howard, 82;
Six Points To Visitors Clyde Williams, 83, Billie Carr,
81; Felix Gossum, Jr., 85; Jack
The Fulton Country Club golf- Moore 34; Frank Beadles, fot
ers came out on the short end of Charles Thomas 88;
Warren
a 27 to 21 score Sunday after- Johnson, 89; Robert Bell, 95; Don
noon in a match with the Dyers- Sensing, 95; J. H. Crutcher, 99;
burg Country Club team at the Jack Carter 95; Bill Larkin, 113;
local links.
Read Holland, 118.
Walker Porter of Dyersburg
It is not what he has, nor evwas medalist for the day with a
en what he does, which directly
four-over-par 76.
Ernest Fall, Jr., led the Fulton expresses the worth of a man,
but what he is.—Amiel.
team with a 77.

Keep your dairy barns 'in cool comfort

GIANT FANS

Prior to entering the Marine
Corps Mr. Bondurant was official tester for the Dairy Herd

Motor Included — Immediate Delivery

Detroit, Chicago and other points
of interest. Mr. and Mrs. Carey Puckett of
Springfield, Ill., have visited relatives around here and his mother, Mrs. Houston McGuire _ and
Mr. McGuire in Smithland, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and George Ed of Dresden, Tenn.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Frields. Other guests in
the Frields hurtle were Mr. and
other relatives.
Mrs. Earl Mitchell, Don and Judy
Rev. L. W. Carlin of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields
has arrived to assist Rev. Jack and Karen Gayle.
McClain in a revival at the New
Salem Baptist Church this week.
Prof. Bill Mathis leads the song
service and large crowds are
attending.

ut all are quickly
Modern inventions bring modem problems--b
progressive engineers.
solved through the ingenuity of the nation's
soundproof retreat
necessary
the
The television alcove above provides
of the family
from favorite radio programs preferred by members
home entertainment,
who won't desert airlane stars for the new — folding like an
utility
Modernfold doors combine beauty and
flame-proof
accordion—yet meeting all building requirements with construction
home
coated fabric. Used both in remodeling and new doors
walls are
or
folding
new
by leading interior decorators, the
harmonizing
available in 28 colors. This variety enables matching or
with all home furnishings or color schemes.

NEW
ARRIVALS
DEPARTMENT

John Edwin, Paul Caver/er
Mr. and Mrs. William Ward
Mo.,
announce the birth of a nine and Paul II of St. Louis,
with relpound, 1 ounce son, William spent the weekend here
Neal, born July 14 at Jones Hos- atives. They returned to St. Louis
Monday.
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnell Stephens
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Sam H.
announce the birth of ten pound, Mathis a fine young miss at the
four ounce son born July 14 at Haws Memorial Hospital Monthe Fulton Hospital.
day. It is their first born. MothMr. and Mrs. Adolph David- er and babe are doing nicely
son, Clinton, are the parents of
Misses Carolyn Hastings and
a seven pound, five ounce girl Bobbye Jean Bowlin spent the
born July 13 at the Fulton Hos- week with Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
pital.
Frields.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles AlexanMrs. Dave Mathis was very
der are the parents of a 6 pound
14 ounce daughter, Phyllis Ann, sick this past week due to some
born July 16 at Haws Hospital. aggravated complications. She is
Mr. and Mrs. Eston Grogan at the present slowly improved.
announce the birth of six pound
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Puckett left
and thirteen ounce girl born Friday for points in South DaHospital.
Fulton
the
July 15 at
kota for a visit with their son,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Taylor, Russell who is with the service.
Dresden, announce the birth of Enroute home they will visit in
an 8 pound, 8 ounce son born
July 16 at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Wright,
Little Rock, Ark., announce the
birth of a 6 pound, 7 ounce girl
Emily Diane, born July 15 at
Mrs.
St. Vincent's Infirmary.
Wright is the former Marilyn
Harpole daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Miller Harpole of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Splane of
Memphis, announce the birth of
a son, Vincent DePaul III, born
July 15 at the Methodist Hospital. Mrs. Splane is the former
Treva Whayne of Fulton.

Tate('
vay . .

T

Pfc. Joe Bondurant
Visits Home Folks

Mc2ead

November 2nd, stitched fabric
shades. Homemakers are advised to keep their old frames with
wire at top and bottom and three
or more ribs for fabric shades.
These shades may be vvashed.
January 4th parchment shades
and other types of shades. Hometo save
makers are advised
their old parchment shades as
they are. so the parchment may
be used as a pattern.

Page

Mrs. Carey Frields, Cor.

30-inch

$65 $75- $95

Ideal also for Stores, Factories, Churches, Garages, ete,

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

Do this-todayl

CS

General Electric
Home Freezer

Regular Price

319.95

SPECIALLY PRICED
THIS WEEK ONLY:

WHEN YOU CAN FIND

"Big Department Store" Bargains
Here At The Leader Store
We do your driving for you ... we go direct to the factory for these bargains, and rub elbows with buyers from the big metropolitan department stores, buying the same thing and selling it at the same low price!

4 4,. 1111111''Im
"-4411111

CANNON
HAND

TOWELS
Wrapped Five To
The Packue

5 FOR
SIAM

DRESSES
adore
Dramatic patterns,

Mrs. Clifton Sherry took a
turn for the worse a few days taizi
go and has had difficultly breat ing. Dr. Ward Bushart was Celled out to her bedside.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
children of Akron, O., are vacationing here with his parents. 210 Church
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Mathis and

'5.98
'AS:- •

foe lawn today

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS W.

e 60

FULTON HDWE. & FURNITURE CO.
20S Lake Street

Phone 1

2 for $11
Regu(Illustrated):
lar $10.98 Dan River
Gingham. Other -styles
in bembergs, tissue
chambrays. Values to
$10.98.

Phone 909

•
Jersey, lace-trim

SALE!

% SLIPS
Another special purchase has arriired! We
are able to sell even
lower than the last!
Shop today, and save!

All Summer

79c

Children's
Wear
•

'289.95

Fulton

204 Main St.

was shut off.
Put on your hat, and take your wife by the hand to
Electric
our store. Let us show you how the General
and
...
years
ovefthe
itself
for
pay
can
Home Freezer
what a wonderful convenience it is for you—and for her!

42-inch

36-inch

WHY DRIVE 200 MILES

mr. and _ars. alga Millens,
Dukedom are the parents of a
7 pound, 10 ounce girl, S‘nimie
Jane, born July 18 at Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brasfield,
Dresden, announce the birth of
8 pound, 12 ounce daughter,
Phyliss Elaine, born July 18 at
Haws Hospital.
AUSTIN SPRINGS

All Steel Welded Construction, Aluminum Blades

All Sizes; 53,

$4,

98

SALE CONTINUES THROUGH JULY 30

/•

$5 Values
3 itzoes52
:

•

Budget Shop
204 Lake St.

Fulton

The LeadO. Store
423 Lake Street

Fulton
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The Fulton County Nevis, Fulton, Kentucky
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HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
Originated in 1937

"'LARY NELL PAGE
Helen Nall had supper Wednesday night of last week with
Mr. and Airs. T. O. Taylor of
Pilot Oak.
Lois Taylor was absent from
work Friday.
Mary Nell Page spent Thursday night of last week with Helen Nall.
spent
Workman
Carolyn
Thursday night with Martha
Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins,
Mary Nell Page and daughter
had supper Friday night with
tdr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates,
Rue11 and Martha, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Simons and Carolyn
Mayfield
Workman were in
shopping Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Edith Nall and Helen Nall
had supper Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. T. O. Taylor of
Pilot Oak.
Miss Betty Jones of Jackson,
Tenn., spent Friday and Saturday
with Rue11 and Martha Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Midyett
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey and
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Richardson
visited Mr. and Airs. Ernest Sullivan in Martin Sunday afternoon.
Helen Nall was absent from
work Tuesday because of the

illness of her mother.

Doughnuts
Coffee Cake ....
Cinnamon Rolls

I

Have you tried any of theme
fine bakery products frown
UNDERWOOD'S lately? Our
bakers take pride in the delicious goodness of every one
mold in our shop! Get acquaintwith
UNDERWOOD'S and
you'll never want to boy anywhere elae!

UNDE.RWOOD
1:487 Comuisersial
Phone Lt6

PsNan

Dickie, the boys said if you
would return Willie's shoes they
would make up and buy you a
pair. The Willie in this story is
Willie Brooks who works for
Bone Transfer.
On July 13 Mrs. Alton Jeffress
honored her husband with a
birthday supPer at their home
near Crutchfield. Those present
were: Mr. and Mrs. Ben White
and Donald White of Hickman,
Miss Jane Agnew of Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Murell Jeffress and
family, Mr. and Mrs. P. Jeffress
and family, Mr. and Airs. S. F.
Jeffress, J. P. Jeffress and Patricia Jeffress.
"B" SECTION
Nettie Lee Copelen
Our deepest sympathy to Mrs.
Ann Bard whose father. Al Ferguson died suddenly Saturday
.morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Binford Drysdale from Dresden spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Drysdale.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Allen, Doris
Pearcey and Danny spent Sunday at Columbus.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Stephens and children, Airs. Lelie Bard
enjoyed a picnic at Kentucky
Lake Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Tuck and
children were Sunday afternoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Vaughan and Betty Joe.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Craig and
son, Mrs. Willen McBride from
Clinton spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Harry McKenny and
son of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Reeves of
Columbus, O., spent the weekend with Mrs. Callie Reeves and
Betty Jane.
Mrs. Seldon Peeples spent her
vacation with Mrs. Geneva Hill
Norfork, Va., also her uncle.
E. J. Horner of Portsmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Lernal Roach, Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Shephard from
Detroit visited a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Harden Sanders of
Highlands.
Edward Crutchfield who
is
with the Merchant Marines in
New York is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hershel

CrutchfielcL
Mrs. Laura Matthews is back

CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
Office Over City National Bank
Phone 61
FAB/4 AND CITY PROPERTY
LIRE OR SOY WITE ES!
-ar

Va.

-MK

.-M—ME
,

two
to work after spending
weeks in Detroit with relatives.
had
certain
boy
Wonder why a
to take his dog along when he
went to see his girl?
Odel and Alary Catherine, you
didn't need that mirror and radio off that truck Wednesday at
noon.
Weekend guests of Marietta
and Lutrecia Bennett. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bennett.
were Betty Faye and Barbara
Ann Peeples, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Peeples.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrison
and Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Pinegar
motored to Cairo Sunday afternoon.
Frances Lee Jones is back to
work after a weeks illness.
It has been requested that the
fire escape be walled up due to
the safety of the two forenigp.
Mrs. Era French is recovering
from blood poisoning in her arm.
Mrs. Lois Workman visited in
Evansville, Ind., over the weekend.
Conelia Laws is ill in the Bushart Hospital. Hope you will
soon be back Conelia.
Air. and Mrs. Archie Martin
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Lee of Milburn.
Welcorne Ruth Scearce and
Clovis. Latham back to work after illness.
Mr. and Mrs. George 'Weaver.
Frances
Underwood, Forres-:
and James Gilbert were Saturday night supper guests of Marie
Moore.
Air. and Mrs. Percy Veatch and
son, Max, enjoyed a pimic at
Columbus Sunday.
Allene, I knew you would eat
too rnuch chicken Saturday night.
Air. and Mrs. Will Matthews
and Nancy enjoyed the ballgame
at Chestnut Glade Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Brown
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Will Brown of Dukedom.
Miss Jaunita Gambill spent
the weekend with Mrs. Tona Bullington of Martin.

Silly Sally—

When the alarm clock goes off
at five o'clock in the morning a
certain girl picks it up and says
hello . . . but no reply.
"T" SECTION
Carrye Lee EtheridgeJames D. Perry, Dorothy Gert
and daughter of Martin, and Mrs.
Paul Henderson had dinner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert. Later in the afternoon they
went to Reelfoot Lake.
Mrs. Robert Workman and son
and Mrs. Lola Workman attended the REA meeting held Sat-

urday at Cayce.
Myrtle Thorpe of Martin

spent
Sunday with Jean Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Williams
and son, Jimmy and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Williams spent Sunday at Reelfoot Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Workman
and son attended an ice cream
supper at Rush Creek church
Friday night.

Workman and son spent Sunday
in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon
and Mr. and Mrs. Colie Aldridge
Lake.
spent Sunday at Kentuc
orkman
Rita Ann and Bobby
spent the week with Butch Workman.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Medlin and
grandson Gorgie of St. Louis are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roy Boaz.
Mrs. Medlin is Mrs. Boaz' sis-

have moved into their new home. MRS. CLANTON MEACHAM
Several from Water Valley at- ENTERTAINS BRIDGE CLUB
tended Decoration Day at Mt. TUESDAY AFTERNOON

DO YOU NEED

Pleasant Saturday.
Mrs. Leslie Puryear and children of Dayton, O., are visiting
her mother, Mrs. Edd Pirtle.

Mrs. Clanton Meacham entertained the Tuesday afternoon
MOTOR REBUILDING?
bridge club at her home on West
Mrs. Joe K. McInnis of Hattis- State Line.
GENERAL REPAIRS?
burg, Miss., is a guest of Mrs.
Two guests Mrs. W. R. CradW. R. Craddock.
BATTERY SERVICE?
Mrs. Hettie Mullins is on the dock of Water Valley and Mrs.
Ftachel McEnnis of Hattiesburg,
sick list.
Mrs. Leslie Puryear and chil- Miss., were included in the two MOTOR TUNE-UP?
ter.
dren visited Mrs. Irvin Williams tables of members.
—Let—
,Thursday.
Mrs. L. O. Bradford was high
PALESTINE
The former Kitty Evelyn Hoff- scorer for t.he afternoon. Light
Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.
man, her husband and children
were served at the
Bro. Vyron Bishop and fami- of Detroit are visiting friends refreshments
conclusion of the games.
ly were guests of Mr. and Mrs. and relatives in this vicinity.
do it for you.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody and
Gus Browder Sunday.
Members playing were Mes- Paschall st.
(Martin Hi-way)
Carolyn,
Mrs.
Wash Seay, Mr.
Charles C. Beadles of Monroe,
Phone 332-J
La., Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Beadles and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and San- dames Bradford, Abe Jolley, Guy
Fulton, Ky.
and non, Steve of Shreveport, La. dra spent the day Sunday with Gingles, A. G. Baldridge, V. L.
1111111111111•111111111111111111111111111.11111Wmg
Freeman, and R. C. Pickering.
arrived last Friday to spend the Mr. and Mrs. Macon Works.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Pewitt and other relaDIRTY ZS AIR CONDITIONED!
tives. Mrs. Charles Beadles and
grandson, Larry hccompanied
them home after two weeks visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Short and
son left for their home in Hamiilton, O., Saturday night after
spending several days vacation
with Air. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt and son.
Helen King of Bowling Green.
is spending a weeks vacation
with home folks.
Air. and Mrs. A. T. Thompson
of Atlanta, Ga., left for their
home Saturday after spending
vacation with his father,
Ed
Thompson and Mr. and Airs.
Robert, Thompson.
Mesdames Guerrant Kelly rt.
Manhatten, Kansas, C. J. II
ers and Leslie Nugent visited .n
the home of Mrs. Harvey Pewit!
Alonday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
are visiting relatives in Detroit,

WILSON'S GARAGE

ru,

IN OUR 1

NIP SUMMER

Mich.
Mr. and Mrs.

Clarence Pillow
of Paducah spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts.
Rupert Browder is reported op
the sick list. He was taken to
the Fulton Hospital Tuesday foi
an examination.
The Annual Palestine Homemakers Picnic was held last Friday night at the Community Center. About sixty people attended
and after the sumptous supper
Mr. Jodie Browder entertained
with several reels of pictures and
it was enjoped by all, thanks to

Mr. Browder.
Pernie and Alie Grissom of
Detroit landed by plane at Un-

ion City Sunday morning and
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell for a short while.
Mrs. Carlene St,okes and children have returned home from
Jackson, Miss., after
several
weeks vacation with relatives
and friends.
Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell and
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and children were Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Driesback, Mrs. Crystal Smith
and daughter, Sandra of Detroit,

Mrs. Valena Haley of Mayfield,
Juania Goodwin and Barbara
Miss Bobbye Sue Buchanan vis- Townsend of Memphis.
ited relatives in Nashville last Twenty members from the

Loans
Bank
fixt

Dema
and
Depos
ing
Depos
Depos
Other
etc.
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Surpl
Undil
Reser
stoc

OF SMASHING VALUES!
Just in time for vocatione--for bock to school — for this hot
summer — this
timely store clearing event —
new stocks of the many below hsted items
being offered to you at sweeping mdisctioas for fast
clearonce--so shop early!

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
DOITY VALUES

35 Swiss

SUITS
1 pc. aad 2 pc. styles-Sok up t•

100W

Moss
SI So as
DOITY

VALUES

Mrs. John Verhine and family. 1
There will be a meeting at 51 Gauge, 15 Denier Nylos
Community Center Tuesday afternoon July 26 at one o'clock to
work on stools.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson
-pent the weekend at Natchez
Trace.
The Baptist Sunday School enjoyed a picnic at Kentucky
Lake Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Owen

Obligi
Corp°

I,(
emnl:
my k

Whi#

WATER VALLEY
Mrs. V. M. Arnett, Cor.

Cash,
ser
coll
Unite

Coun

weekend.
Palestine club attended the tea
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hancock at the lovely borne of Mrs. L. A,
and son Kr. and Mrti. Robert Clifton Tuesday afternoon.

Peggy Moore and Mary Joyce
of Memphis are housegueits cf the former's aunt, Mrs.
Will''Leonard and family this
week.
Mrs. Allen Shelton of Galena,
ni. has been visiting her sister,

air
MidSummer
Savings
Event!

In (hi
1949
curre;

HOSE
eitic

PR.

Summer sheer colors, aright
irreguiars of our $1.50 nylon& They are a buy at-Sizes 8% to 10%

Swor
fore

1949.
W. C.
(My
3. 19.!

383 Cool Summer

DRESSES
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Moot et time wore Nod purchased eopeciolly for Ohio
west tom lop Nohow of Ow Erompro it tow prioso—op
io INA off—iond
frooso Old oor Meek to moot time
imiloso—filo bozo
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$5

98 $79$
Vahase
he MO

Vetoes
$10.16

$80!
Values

98
Values
to $16.98

Ali the Wanted Fabrics, Styles, Sizes
Palm Beach Summer

SUITS
Were $25.00--Whlte and Colors.

DOTTY VALUES

$15
*2"

(1.11
(
MIOMINIIIMUIngion

Lace Trim and Tailored

This is history on your doorstep- the story
of how you and your family came to live
where you do-- how the land you see about
you blussomed from a wildiirness into furrowed farrns and busy towns and cities.
It's a story of wheels--wheels a-rolling along
the steel-ribbed rails, bringing the pioneer
and his plow, the early rnerchant and his
cracker barrel—wheels spinning faster and
faster, constantly matching the expanding
production of farm, mine and factory.
You can set it all this summer at Chicago's
Railroad Fair—in "Wheels a-Rolling", the
greatest transportation pageant ever produced,and in the exhibits of America's great
railroads. Don't miss it.

If you can't visit the Fair, you can still see
the story at any railroad crossing. Watch an
Illinois Central freight train roll by. On the
outside of some cars you'll read "Main Line
of Micl-America." Inside the cars, where
you may not see, are the raw materials and
finished products that make your life what
it is, the goods that make Mid-America the
land of plenty, the goods whose production
creates the pay cheeks we all live by.
Yesterday is past; today is passing. Tomorrow you may be sure that the Illinois Central's progreta will continue to earn its right
to your friendship and patronage.
W. A. JOHNSTON
Prnulon

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

MAIN

LINE

OF

MID -AMERICA

Mull filament Crepe
4 Gored, well made. White,
pink, blue. Regular $2.98.
Size.;

si99

BLOUSES
Were $3.98. Sizes 32 to 38.
Cotton and Seersucker

HOUSE COATS $3"
Were $5.98. All Sizes. Washable.

32 to 40

Don't Retire Old
Radios ... Let Us
Revitalize Them!
There may be life in your old
set, yet! Bring it in and let
us show you what technical
skill and new parts can do toward restoring a retired relic

to active service!

ILUIVOIS CENTRAL RIILROAD

SLIPS

Batiste Peasant and Tailored

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

52.98. $3.98 Batista
DOTTY

GOWNS, P.J.'s

VALUES

RAYON KNIT

Wiiitk pink lilac, blue!
Hollywood briefs-Some lace trimmed!

44c

wildiniElinni111111

$198

MC

AM.

Panties
Were
59c
Now

bC1

OV,

SHOP AT

Fk
fin

TTY'S

THURSDAY —

— SATUiWAY

N.1 t I:ALLY—ALL SALES MUST HE FINAL! linimmuinr

.!t• A

Friday, July 22, 1949
y 22,1949

!Immo
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Charter No. 6167

ICE?

Warning Issued To
Garne Fish Peddlers

Reserve District No. IV

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF FULTON

DING?
IRS?

The Fulton County News, lzulton, Kentucky

In the State of Kentucky, at the close of busines.s on June 30,
1949 published in response to call made by comptroller of the
currency, under section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes,

ICED

• ois
•
• o;

— ASSETS —

NU.
in Hi-way)
Fulton, Ky.

Ma\

TOTAL ASSETS

L

er

RUM

Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance, and cash items in process of
collection
$ 1,007,820.13
United States Government obligations, direct
and guaranteed
3,006,300.00
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
23,485.00
Corporate stocks (including $4,800.00 stock of
Federal Reserve bank)
5,568.87
Loans and discounts
354,233.87
Bank premises owned $17,000.00, furniture and
fixtures 34,000.00
21,000.00
$ 4,418,207.72

— LIABILITIES —
Demand deposits of individuaLs, partnerships,
and corporations
4,189,088.47
Deposits of United States Government (including postal savings)
3,018.13
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
22,178.93
Deposits of banks
2,883.47
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks,
etc.)
• 4,943.72
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$ 4,222,110.72
Other liabilities
6,818.93
TOTAL LIABILITIES
.... $ 4,228,929.65

— CAPITAL ACCOUNTS —
Cap Ital Stock:
lc) Common stock, total par $80,000.00
$
Surplus
Undivided profits
Reserves (and retirement account for preferred
stock)

80,000.00
80,000.00
23,164.02
6,114.05

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
189,278.07
TOTAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL ACCTS. $ 4,418,207.72
County of Fulton. State of Kentucky, ss:
I, C. P. Williams, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
C. P. WILLIAMS,
Cashier.

— ttsis
kd items
Do early!

AY

Sworn to and subscribed be- CORRECT—ATTEST:
fore me this Ilth day of July,
N. G. COOKE
1949.
L. H. WEAKS
W. C. REED, Notary Public
J. D. DAVIS
(My commission expires Feb.
3, 1950).
Directors

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
ter

this
riosa--ap
aid tibiae
Groove!

408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Vaniseni Wane ikr, and Member af:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, lea

Oa
-

Valera
Is $10.98

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks

9
8
Values
to 016.98

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

L5

A REAL OIL BASE WALL PAINT!

!
too

PITTSBURGH

A

WALLHIDE

h99

One Coat Really Covers

L 98

R •a 1 "Vitolised
bas• paint that cover•
moat cmy surface in one
coat. Can be washed r•
peatedly — cmd painted
over without streaking.
Try It once--you'll never
nee any other. Comns in
Flat. Semi-Gloss cmd Glow
finishes.

.

DRIVE-IN LIOUOR STORE

WLW folk songstress Dolly Good takes the spotlight ors WLW's
'Midwestern Hayride" program aired Saturdays from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m., EST, with the Pleasant Valley Boys providing the accompaniment. The program features all the WLW folk artists in a full boar
catertatsuneat.

Community Cannery
Now Open At Cayce
The Community Cannery located at Cayce High School is
now open each
Tuesday
and
Thursday during the canning season. Food to be canned must be
brought in not later than 1 p.m.
due to the time it will take to
process it and look at it.
The Cayce cannery is operated
as a community service and is
non-profit. A small fee of 6c per
No. 2 can and 7c per No. 3 can
will be charged to take care of
the expense of operation and the
loss of the cans, according to G.
A. Waggoner, teacher of Agriculture at the Cayce high school.
NEW MINISTER ARRIVES
Bro. E. L. Stovall, who suc
ceeds Bro. C. L. Houser as pastot
of the Fulton Church of Christ,
has moved to Fulton from
Blytheville, Ark.
With his wife and two daughters, he is making his home at
the church parsonage on Walnut
street.
The very fruit of the
gospel
is aspiration. It is to the heart
what spring is to the earth, makand
ing every root, and bud,
bough desire to be more.
H. Vir. Beecher

Political Announcements
The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the foliowinik subject -to-the action of
the Democratic Primary to be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:

For State Representative
•
Harvey Pewitt
Harry Lee Waterfield
For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill
For Shterift
Leland Jew411
lloratt 'Mike" Johnson
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison
Irby Hammond
J. T. Davie
G. J. "Gip" McDade
For Magistrate
District No. 2
Clyde uorum
H. R. Sublett, Sr.
County Attorney'
James H. Amberg
For Jailer
Harry Poynor
Frank Mooney
Earl Tibbs
Aaron Sanders
For Tax Assessor
Elmer Murchison
Harry L. White
For County Court Clerk
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Hazel Bradley
Herman L. Gaddie
For Constable
(First District)
Neal B. Looney
Veterinary Service
Day or Night

DIIIC:EDOM RT. 2
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
Mrs. Blanch Gooch returned
to her home near Franklin, Tenn.
Tuesday after an extended visit
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Rickman
and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. Tremon Rickman Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor were
in Mayfield Tuesday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy and
Mrs. J. J. McNatt shopped in
Mayfield Friday.
Mrs. Tennie House called Friday morning to see Mrs. Olive
Smith who is ill.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor visited in
the hame of Mrs. Addie Casey
Wednesday evening.
Mesdames J. P. Owen and
Rube Stanfield, Jane and Sue
Owen attended a brush party
Tuesday given at the home of
Mrs. Arnold Work.
Mesdames Tennie House and
Allene Lowry helped Mrs. Evaline Yates can beans Friday afternoon.
Joyce Taylor visited in Fulton last week as the guest of
Mesdames Pearl Cooley and Eula Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul House and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House,
Mesdames Blanch Gooch, Tennie
House and Wilma Williams enjoyed an outing at Kentucky
Lake Monday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleton visited in the home of Wes Cochrum
of Lynnville Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Tremon Rickmat is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Williams
called on Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt awhile Sunday evening.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Vaughn were
Mrs. Beckham
their sons, Shortie and Buster
Vaughn and families and Mr. and
Mrs. Grissom of Illinois.

PERSONALS

Danny Baird of Memphis spent
the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Horton. Baird in
Highlands.
Miss Mary Moss Hales has returned from a trip to Detroit and
Canada.
Mr and Mrs. Hugh Mac McClelllan and little son, Scott, are
the guests of their parents, Mrs.
Ward McClellan and Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Mount.
Miss- Fern Snow is visiting in
Memphis for, several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. James Warren
and children, Jane and Hal, have
returned from a trip to Frankfort and Lexngton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Butt, Jr.,
of Louisville, are the guests of
her mother, Mrs. Henry Sanger
in Hickman and are frequent visitors in Fulton. Mr. Butt formerly lived in Fulton.
Mrs. Hugh Pigue has returned
frort several weeks visit to relatives in Denver, Col., and points
in Arkansas.
P. R. Binford who has been a
patient in the Fulton Hospital for
several weeks has been dismissed and is doing nicely at his
home on Fourth street.
Mrs. J. D. White is visiting her
sister, Miss Gertrude Murphy in
Chicago this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford and
children have returned to their
home in Columbus, Viiss., after
a visit to her mother, Mrs. Will
Hill and his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. P. C. Ford in Union City.
, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bouldin and
children, Charles Robert and
Randy have returned from a visit
to relatives in McKenzie, Tenn.
Mrs. Walter Shupe had as her
weekend guests, Mr. and Mrs.
James Heath and daughters, Bobbie Kaye and Roger Anne, of
Symsonia, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. W.
I. Shuge and son Walter Vernon
GRASS SILAGE IS GOOD
"Kentucky farmers who have of Nashville, Tenn., First Class
tried grass silage are finding that Seaman Doyle Shupe of San Dietwo. acres of fereage properly err- go, Clair., and Mts. Claris Nelle,
siled are equal in feeding value
to three acres of the same forage
cured in the field," states Dr.
W. P. Garrigus of the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, in
Circular 361, "Grass Silage."
2,000'UXAUfr Tripl•M
"Dairy farmers should be esova Precision reefs STOP
pecially interested in grass silprolong the Itho ei vei
MS,
age because it enables them to
beetieg fixteree
provide the benefits of an even
•sexabse PAM
supply of year-round pasture at
EASY-TITE'
a cost well below that of a grainand-hay ration. Sheepmen are
AUCET WASHERS
wafts, keel &ie.& Their
finding that it far surpasses, both
04fPONT 11/0eltieM betty
in quality and economy, hay or
het woo«,ormoods of 300'.
corn silage as winter roughages."
Forted o wo."IlASY4111S"
ninth oof of shave.
MURRAY SCIENCE
CONFERENCE
J. E. CAMPBELL
Plumbing Shop...Paul E. Blackwood, specialist
Phone 1037
in elementary science, U. S. De- 908 Walnut
partment of Education, Washington, D. C., will address a conference on Science in the Elementary School at Murray State College July 21. The conference is
sponsored by the Murray College Branch of the Association
for Childhood Education.

LOOK YOUR BEST
THE ECONOMY WAY
Here, we make your old clothes look and feel
like new. For our cleaning process makes colors
sparkle and restores the look of newness to
your garments. It's the thrifty way to a new
wardrobe. Call us today at 14.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

YOUR._HOME
SHOWER
eootfracliopt
wieh
410
— Coneleent
Etna
lostry losoleit Pad PIO*

MARTIIVSENOUR
COMPANIONd COLOR SYSTEM
oboes roe bow vo re color In paint tat modern
kesear and ewsWor borne deceranae
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WHILE'

YOU

SLEEP

207 Church Street -

the pup to a refreshing pool.
ile you enjoy this Kentucky
• 1,1 of refreshment". a congenial,
proof Bond & Lillard highbcd11

•10.1,M)

Automatically
DEFROSTS YOUR
REFRIGERATOR

'"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

Phone 807-R
LOOK BETTER LONGER'

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.

Dr.H.W.Connaughton
Gradgreterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

R t),kY

Mar

$995 MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main

Phone 201

.ct.IPUR
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tit S`f

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

T

'DEFROSTS .
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r oi0 „IING
DEctin'..•
foiDER

Or Call 70
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Kimbrow and son, Donald who mother, Mrs. Walter Shupe aid
reside in Fulton.
friends.
First Class Seaman
Doyle
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Exuma atShupe of San Diego is on a thir- tended the fair
in
Paducah
Peddlers of fish in the outskirts
of cities and prospective buyers ty day leave and is visiting his Thursday night,
wpre warned by the Division of
dame and Fish today that it is
illegal to sell or purchase game
fish in Kentucky. The warning
came as a result of reports that
these peddlers, who usually sell
fish which they represent as
having been taken in Kentucky,
most often sell out-of-state game
fish. If classified as a game fish,
regardless of from where it
came, sale or purchase is banned by Kentucky Statutes.
The Division pointed out that
the only license required by the
Division in the sale of fish is a
wholesalers licence. These peddlers are classified as retailers,
and are therefore immune to action by the Division. The Division points out that its conservaDepot Street
'13uck Bushart"
Fulton
tion officers check these men often, but none have yet been found
selling game fisb. Most of the
fish sold in this mariner come
from the Great Lakes region, the
Division claims, and are not fish
taken from Kentucky waters as
sellers so often claim.
(

KENTUCKY WHISKEY—A BLEND
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCT:: CORP , NEW

Phone 35

JUly 22,1949
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The Woman s rage
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

PHONE 924

'have
r,1 and Mrs. Daniel Gardner
J udge; Mrs. Walter L. Tiolo
days,
gone to Detroit for a few
Sheriff.
er,
Mr. and Mrs..George Gardn
Mengel Lane No. 14-- W. E.
McMorries
Johned
oe
Winfr
Monr
Mrs.
ff;
and
Sheri
Mr.
t,
Wrigh
s, and son, Bill Gray and Miss
son, Judge; Mrs. Helen Hughe
. Margaret Gardner v./ent to NashJudge
,
Busby
e
Birdi
Mrs.
;
Clerk
remained
Bondurant No. 15 — Herbert ville Sunday. Margaret
next five
Mikel, Sheriff; Mrs. Florence to go to college for the
Brown, Judge; Mrs. Mattie Wil- weeks,
and
liams, Clerk; Mrs. Barney Wil'Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wooton
are
liams, Judge.
children of, Detroit,.Mich.,
with Mrs.
Sass. Ridge No. 16--Mrs. Thel- spending a few days
rna Clark, Judge; Mrs. Gladys
Ellenberg, Clerk; Mrs. C. L. Sutton, Judge; Chester Ogden, Sheriff.
Madrid Ben No. 17 — Ben W.
Adams, Sr., Judge; Ben W. Adams, Jr., Judge; Roy Scott,
Sheriff; Joe Whitson, Clerk.
Brownsville No. 20--John Barnett. Sheriff; S. W. (Dick) McMullin,- Judge, Judge B. Jones,
Watson,
Judge; Mrs. Lovie
Clerk.
H. H. McMullin, O. G. Howell,
A. G. Wynne, Comrnissioners.

Woottln's Triothef, Mrs. Kirloy mod
sister, •Mrk. Ludion 'Mitchel.
There was a large crowd at
BeelertOn at the ice cream supper last Friday night. Everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves.
FACT — AlFINANCIAL
though money continues to decline in value, it doesn't seem to
.
be losing any of its popularity
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FCTZ Tt:1S GrUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED

1949 NOT?OINT RANGE!

Va:ues Up To $3.95, Now $1.98

CHILDRENS'
LEATHE'R SANDALS

Get World-Famous Calrod

Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand nevi
1949 Automatic Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within fetich of every
home. Look at all the great
features you get with Hotpoint!

4110011 iza 31

• Fast-starting Calrod". Units I
•4200-watt Hi-Speed Broilarl
• 1-pieas body, all-steel construction!
• Deepwell Cooker•Cooking Chart!
• Oven Rock Guide Broiler Measurel
• Acid-resisting top, porcelain finish!
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Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
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WHY WAIT!
Those big savings
yon've wanted are
HERE! Come In now—
see Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen ond HorneLaundry Appliances.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201
2 StoreS:— 324 Walnut, Phone
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Whites and Red °nil;
Sizes 81 to 3

1.98

(Values Up To $3.95)

INFANT'S SANDALS

$1.59

Sizes 2 to 8, Patent Leathers

Whites, Browns, Reds; Values lo $2.50
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WCIVISCCIDE

After three nights of play this
week Browlfer Mill is still safely perched 'atop the softball
standings in the City Recreation
,I...eague. The Millers played only
, one game during the week but
it was enough to keep them in
front of the second place Water
Valley crew.
Neal Looney's American Legion team occupys third place and
the Methodist Church team holds
fourth place with the last rating
over .500.
The VFW, Smith Cafe and the
Baptist Church are closely bunch_
ed in the second division while
the South Fulton Boosters are
far out of the race in last place
with a single win all year.
officials announced
League
that the play-offs at the end of
the season are scheduled to beAugust 11. They will be run off
under the Double Shaughnessy
system with the first division
teams playing together and the
second division teams playing together and the winners in each
for the
contesting
division
championship. This system was
used last year when the VFW
team led the league during the
regular season and then went
on to win the play-off.
Al Owens. league president
announced that. the schedule for
next week has been changed and
will be played as follows:
July 25--VFW vs. Am. Legion:
Water Vslley vs. Browder..
July 26--Methodist vs. Water
Valley; Smith vs. VFW.
July 28—Am. Legion vs. Bap-
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RAILROADERS SNAP
BIG LOSING STREAK
A seven-game losing streak.
which plummeted them back into sixth place ended when the
rUlton Railroacets clubbed out
12 to 4 win over the Madisonvale Miners Wednesday night.
After the all-star game vacation the Railroaders dropped series at Union City, Hopkinsville
and at home to Cairo, as well
as the first game to Madisonville.
The toughest loss was Harley
Grossman's three hit game at
Union City. The Railroaders
were limited to four hits off
Bcrnie Olinger and the only
' score of the game was Corky
Bellers inside-the-park homer
with a man on base.
The Monday night game with
Cairo was postponed because of
'Wet grounds.
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If JIM MITCHELL

Complete Line Of

Quick Maturing

SPRAYS

LATE BEANS

HANNA'S PAINTS GRIND AND MIX

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

To The Voters of

Fulton - Hickman Counties

.

General Assembly without oppos
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Be protected against short
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GUN SMUGGLERS
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LETTER TO
THREE WIVES

Alfalfas •

Seed Wheat t

Clovers•

Seed Oats t

Hairy Winter Vetch

Seed Rye

Crimson Clover

Seed Barley t

Rye Grass

Poture Mixtures
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ROCK SPRINGS

RUPTURE
That old truss with harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts.
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
greatest discovery for rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
408 Lake Street
Phones 70-428

THROW AWAY

CITY DRUG CO

We Handle
Only

Jean Mowry b weil Mews sis
a radio actress on melt megesme
as WLW-NBC's "Cartel* Time
BHT.
Wednesdays at 10141
However, with um ors to Ow
video future. she's busy dudyluy
pisoo and ballet. kw

Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183
FULTON

TAYLOR'S

WEST STATE LINE

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING
We have two of the largest and most modern
Clipper cleaners available.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

AUSTIN & AUSTIN, CAYCE. KY.
C. R. Austin

W. P. Austin
Day Phone: Cayce 17

O. W. Austin

Night Phone: Fulton, 1225-J-1

Located North of Highway 94 (On the G.M.&0. Tracks)

DRIVE-IN CAFE
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

1

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

I

ICE COLD BEER
liv the nottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
Quite a bit of damage was done
to the crops in the rain and wind
storm Friday evening.
Mrs. Ellis Phillips celebrated
her 48th birthday Friday, July
15. She received several nice gifts
from(her husband and soles.—
Ref. Charlie Mackins is Suffering from a stiffness of' the
right knee for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
has been attending the revival at
the Methodist church at Riceville for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pillow
of Paducah spent Thursday and
Friday with Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hicks and little son, Steve Edwin of Clinton
and all drove over to Columbus
Park and spread their lunch.
They had a grand time. It was
Charles' twentieth birthday.
Mrs Maggie Bell is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Tam Winston and
Mr. Winston and little son, Bobbie of Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Fulcher and
children, Mr. and Mrs. William
Henson and children, Mrs. Julius
Fulcher and Myrtle of Hickman,
Route One, attended church at
the State Line Mission Saturday
evening and Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Covington and Mrs. Maggie
Bell and attended church at the
Mission in the afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Grable and
two children, Randy and Bonnie,
left for Florida to make their
home Sunday.
The sick of our community are
better at this writing.
Mrs. Jocie Hicks spent a few
days this past week with Mr. and
Mrs. Var, Hicks and family.
Mrs. Hicks is 85 years of age.
Does anybody read the ads on
paper match books except wives
their
who are curious about
husband's meanderings?

compare...
compare quality!.

Gas Line Moving
Ahead on Schedule

Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Hutchens
Texas Gas Transmission Corwere Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and fam- poration announced today that
construction crews working on
ily.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and the Company's 800-mile Texas-toMrs. Herschel Elliott were Mrs. Ohio natural gas pipe line have
Nannie Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. put approximately 200 miles of
Claudie Bugg; Mr. and Mrs. Cleve pipe in the ground, and are
Mangru.m, Miss Sharon Lee Watts working on schedule on the 26community, inch pipe line project.
from the Shiloh
George Hiett, James William
W. T. Stevenson, executive
Hiett, Billy Leyn and Carol Heitt vice
president of the Company,
from Clinton and Mr. and Mrs.
declared that Texas Gas expects
Percy Veatch, Max and Mr. and (
to have the pipe line in prelimiMrs. Luther Veatch.
nary operation by the end of the
Mrs. Bessie Snow, Glen Ray,
year, in time to deliver natural
Mrs. Dorothy Mullins and Diaae
gas supplies to meet the 1,vinter's
of Greenfield were Thursday afcold weather. Work along most
ternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
of the pipe line route began two
Bob Veatch and family.
and a half months ago.
Mrs. Fannie Nugent, Mrs. Mary
Newberry, Tommie and Jerry
Mr. Stevenson's remarks came
Nugent were visitors Thursday as Texas Gas observed this week
afternoon in the home of Mrs. the twentieth year of operations
Elizabeth Elliott.
of its predecessor companies,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McClain of Memphis Natural Gas Company
Detroit visited in several homes and Kentucicy Natural Gas Corin this community Friday.
poration.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Sad- OVER THE TOP
ler attended church service in
Fulton County, along with the
Saturday
McConnell, Tenn.,
night.
State as a whole, has gone over
the top in the current OpportuniChildren are like golf. It takes ty Bond drive. County sales of
time and
master $80,769 exceeded the quota by 7.6
patience to
them.
percent.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

square feet of shelf area...Tight-Wad unit
for low cost,extra-quiet operation ... world
quality.See it today...with other
great International Harvester

SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193
Mayfield Hi-Way

•'
•

•
l'ho

krerse

NI per
,
OBNIS
emis 1
Mks=

Tow/. HENRY 1 TAY1.01, AOC Network. every Monday swww,g

Begins
Fun
The
Boor
Front
at your own
a nice cool spot where you'd like to be

Upr

transmission," you find that Dynaflow is a whole
new way of driving — a delightful way much toe
good to miss.
is
But— go see for yourself! That Buick dealer
prompt

ready to demonstrate — ready to make
delivery—ready to take your order this very day.

W

ell, pick up your phone and get your reservations in!
For not far away is a Buick dealer with a gorgeous
new beauty vvith Dynaflow Drivet — and what that
does to vacation fun you're going to find hard to
believe.
being there. Travel time is no longer "time out"
— but part and parcel of your vacation.

Even back-seat passengers feel a brand-ritw comfort, free of jerk and jar and the harshness of direct
gear drive.

ROADMASTER, optional

at extra colt on

SUPER Math.

BUICK

01011, has

Silk-smooth DYNAnOW DRIVE* •

plan

all these leatares
FULl-VIEW VISION from

enlarged

area • "UVING SPACE" INTERIORS with Deep-Cam/4 cushion, •

Buoyant-riding GUADRUFLEX COIL SPRINGING

•

Lively FIREBALL

STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER with SELF-SETTING VALVE UFTERS plus HIPOISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS

•

Cruiser-Line VENTIPORTS

BEARINGS, main and connecting rods

•

•

DUREX

low-pretture tires on SAFETY.

RIDE RIMS • SWING-EASY DOORS and easy access • BODY BY ROM
*S,ondord on ROADMASTER, opbono/ ot extra .0 on SUPER modets,

FICK

lioadmaster
DYNAFLOW DRIVE .

YOUR KEY TO GREATER VALU

Low down payment
24 months to pay

lir Fro's;

POLSGROVE

WITH
SEE end HEAR OLSEN and JOHNSON'S FIREBALL
FUN-FOR.ALL *very TuAssio, on 7,1olon

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 WALNUT ST.

Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

}dm 1
panel/
wren&

tStandard en

'259" tos299"

Refrigerators and Freezers.

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS

a

and feel fresher. Far from being just

Other models

Taylc
prize.
At
hoste.
merit:
Mrs.
Cate
K ish
Charl
Jr., 11
Mrs.
Mel
Whit
M rs.
Treas
fv1 s

•
•

farther—
So you end the day finding you'ye come "another

'22475

famous International Harvester

secon

•
•
•

And no wonder! Every mile is cushioned in ate
sweetness of smoothly flowing oil. Gearshifting is
something you forget about — traffic a mere matter
of manipulating the gas-treadle and brake.

refrigerator on the market!

-

Mrs.
depei
score

•

big, standard model 8H1

price! Big,36-pound freezer storage... 13.3

OCTANE - TAILORED

Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSN.

For Dynaflow makes the going as much fun as

8-cubic-foot "quality"

Fulton, Ky.

For best mileage, you want the best gas. GULF
gas is octane-tailored to your Summertime
driving in the Mid-South.
Our gas, like our
service, is top-notch.

PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant

is the refrigerator
buyl

refrigerator comparable in capacity and

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC.
Fourth Street

i0WiT

Fulton, Kentucky

Got a wooded lake in mind, a sandy beach, a
gorgeous mountaintop, where you'd love to be —
if it weren't a long day's drive to get there?

lOwest-priced

Apply At The Office Of

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

NOW

More features, more value .:.than in any

MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY'

K if it weren't quite so far away?

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER

HELP WANTED

THUI
BRIE
Wffl
Mr
hoste
bridg
Thur
on P,
Thi
for g

PHONE 16

•

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth

Street

Fulton, Kentucky

When better automobiles are built DI Wig will build them

SC
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THURSDAY EVENING
BRIDGE CLUB MEETS
WITH MRS. J. A. POE
Mrs. J. A. Poe was gracious
hostess to tbe members of her
bridge club and several guests
Thursday evening at her home
on Pearl street.
Three tablea were arranged
for games of contract and following
several
progressions
Mrs. Hugh Mac McClethal of Independence, Mo.; received high
score -prize, Mrs. Thomas Mahan
second high and Miss Katheryn
Taylor received bridge bingo
prize.
At the close of the games the
hostess served lovely refreshments. Guests to the club were
Mrs. McClellan, Mrs. William R.
Cate of St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Nick
Kish of Buffalo, N. Y., Mrs.
Charles Thomas, Mrs, J. L. Jones
Jr.. Miss Kathryn Taylor and
Mrs. Thomas Maddox.
Members attending were Mrs.
Millar), Mrs. Clyde Williams Jr.,
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs. Joe
Treas, Mrs. Fred Homra, and
Mrs. Clyde Hill.
——

Fairbanks-Morse
eri

er

"A Name north Remembering"

Water Systems
• WATER SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

H. E. GRIGGS

PHONE 926

MRS. JOE BENNETT, JR.
ENTERTAINS SATURDAY
EVENING BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., graciously entertained the members of
the Saturday evening bridge club
and several guests at her home
on Eddings street.
Progressions of contract were
enjoyed during the evening. Mrs.
A. G. Baldridge was high scorer for the club members and
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe for the
guests.
The hostess served a lovely
salad plate to
the
following
Guests
guests and .members.
were Mesdames Thorpe, Harvey
Maddox, Winfrey Shepherd„ Harry Drewery, T. M. Franklin, Eli !abeth Snow, Charles Robert Bennett, and R. M. Alford. Members
Baldplaying were Mesdames
ridge, M. C. Nall, J. C. Scruggs.
Hugh Pigue, Guy Gingles.
MRS. WARREN HOSTESS
TO BRIDGE CLUB AT
HER HOME WEDNESDAY
Mrs. James Warren entertained the Wednesday afternoon
bridge club at her home on
Green street.
Two tables of members enjoyed the afternoon of contract.
Robert Wells Burrow was
high scorer for the afternoon.
The hostess served a lovely
dessert plate at the conclusion of
the games. Members playing
were Mesdames Burrow, Alex
Leneave, Robert Graham, MonVarden.
roe Luther,
Grady
Frank Wiggins, and E. L. Cooke.

l'hone 1199-R--Fulton Hiway
Union City, Tenn.

MRS. MOORE JOYNER
ENTERTAINS S. S. CLASS
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
Mrs. Moore Joyner entertaineci
•
her Sunday School class with a
JOHN
WOOD
picnic Thursday afternoon at
Carr Park.
The group met at the park at
5:30 and games were enjoyed, after which a delectable picnic
lunch was served.
•
•
•
•
•
•
.•
Those attending were Robert
•
Stephenson, Robert
Bouldin,
110011ARAIMEED •
•
•
Nancy Bushart,
Jim Bushart,
• FOR 10 rimat •
Morris
Taylor,
Bill
• Phil Taylor,
• Sewell, Wallace Shankle, III.
• Sherrill Olive, Don Dalton, Judy
Burton was a guest.

ELECTRIC
WATER NEATERS

•
DORIS ANN WILLIAMS
.HOSTESS TO SOUTH.FULTON
e.simPosener «Am
SLUMBER CLUB TUESDAY
swear
•
en waft
Miss Doris Ann Williams was
•
•••••
kreinles
South
Fulton
hostess to the
•inind•••• typ•
iiiimseessass
Slumber Club Tuesday night at
•
=en *1•11,
her home South of town.
•easy inanlessea
A delectable supper was served after which an evening of fun
Yoe" feed everything yes none ia the new
MAI Woad Ekcenc Winn Helms . . comb- was enjoyed by the members.
Jessie
Pheteh wren styling. outstanding coo- Those attending were
yeavoksin
awes and &swami:is hot water sn Hughey Butler, Carol Sue and
lanninoss igenatnies
pins • son liberal
SO yew gpwiraiseet plan on all Dengue ~ARS. Mary Lou McGuire, Nancy Jones
bleepisang boat ends real hot WINN
and Lydia Nabors.
011118 Mir
NW Mt the ors Mir
Mem.tab}
ENJOYS PICNIC
Upright or 'Fable Top Models SUNDAY AT
G1LBERTSVILLE
Mr. and ?ars. F. W, Holman and
J. E. CAMPRIZI.
and
daughters, Virginia Lee
PLUMBING SHOP
Martha and Rodney Holman„ Mr.
9011 Walnut St.
Phone 1037
and Mrs. H. A. Butler and dau-

ghter, Jessie Hughey, Eddie Holt, State Line.
Winnie Bolin enjoyed a picnic at
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Adams
Gilbertsville Dam Sunday.
and children who have been the
guests of her. mother, Mrs. Sam
Winston have returned to their
home in Cincinnati, 0.
Mrs. Hattie Combs, Mrs. HenMrs. Orin Winstead and Miss
ry Arnett and son„Gene, have
Marjorie Holder are on a vacareturned to their home in Dallas,
tion trip to Daytonia Beach, Fia.
Tex., after a visit to the formers
Mrs. Dalton McWherter has redaughter, Mrs. Charlotte Smith
turned to her home in Memphis,
and J. E. Melton on Arch street.
after a weekend visit to her dauMr. and Mrs. Harry L. Bushart
ghter, Mrs. Lonnie Roper and
and children, Nancy, Al and Jim
family.
have returned from a trip to the
Mrs. G. W. .Dimmitt is on exSmokey Mountains.
tended visit to her daughter in
1Vir. and Mrsk, Robert ArmDenver,
Col.
strong have returned to their
home in Detroit, Mich., after a
weeks visit to her parents, Mr.
OAK
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
and Mrs. Jess Nichols on Cedar
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Horn, Mr.
street.
Mrs. F. A. Hamra and daugh- and Mrs. Everett Horn of Mayter, Shirley have returned from field were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Yates.
a trip to Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Baucom Tegethoff
Mrs. Evelyn Melton is enjoy-7
and son, Bobby Joe, of Carbon- ing her new washing machine.
were weekend guests
dale,
Mrs. Mary Collins is improvof her mother, Mrs. B. J. Wil- ing after being on the sick list.
liams and family in
Fair
Mrs. 'define Emerson,
Mrs.
Heights.
Jean Crittendon,
Mrs. Lexie
Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta have Floyd and Mrs. Allene Lowry
returned from a business trip to visited with Mrs. Margaret Carr
Memphis.
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Ben Gholson has returnMrs. Emma Grissom has reed from several weeks visit to turned home after visiting in
her son, Irvin Gholson and fam- Detroit, Mich., with her relatives.
ily in Vallejo, Cal.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Brady, Miss
Peggy Earle of Vicksburg, Miss.,
and Dcan Crutchfield left Monday for a vacation trip to Monterey, Mex., and other points of
interest.
Mrs. Oliver Cash spent Friday
morning in Mayfield on business.
Mrs. D. H. Barns, of Hopkinsville,, is the guest this week of
Mrs. Hughey Butler and family
on the Union City Highway.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Felkner and
sons, Ronny and Jimmy of Emporia, Ka., will arrive Saturday
for a two weeks visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd
on the Unicrn City Highway.
Mrs. D. H. Hardy and children„
Richard, Charlotte and Patty of
Delmar, Del., are visiting relatives in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ervin
Bell and children, David and
William, of Detroit, Mich., are
the guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Bell.
Little Miss Shirley Ann Evans
has returned to her home in Water Valley, Miss., after a two
weeks vacation with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans on Eddings street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Maxfield
are visiting relatives in Chicago
this week.
?dr. and Mrs. John Dame
of
Lambert, Miss., are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Dame on
Covington Avenue.
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel and daughter, Susan, left Monday for a
visit to relatives in Racine, Wis.
Little Millie McDade is ill of
whooping cough at the home of
her grandparents in Mayfield.
J. W. Baker is ill at his home
on Walnut street.
Mrs. Abe Jolley who has been
a patient in the Fulton Hospital
has been dismissed and is doing
nicely at her home on West

PERSONALS

pmar

Mrs. R. S. Gossum and boys
spent 'Tuesday with her mother,
Mrs. Burnal Lowry.
Mrs. Esta Moore has a new
electric stove.
11tr. and Mrs. Jahn Yates spent
Thursday with their daughter,
Mrs. B. G. Lowry and family.
Mrs. Ophelia Caldwell was
hostess at her lovely home Fria
'or
day afternoon when ladies met
from
"q"-from
for a Stanley Party.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Swann
of Mayfield spent Sunday afterbalanced
Your grain will make more
noon with her brother, Jack Olive N\'Tour Sn'afrI properly
mor•eggsand make
pork when properly balanced.
and family.
them economically. We use
We use Purina
Robert
Waggoner,
Purina ConJimmie
Concentrates
and
centrates
Yates, Junior Casey, Marion Tayaccording to
follown
lor and Jimmie Allen Lowry atapproved PurC
P1571:14
A
1.1 STOA
M
!
irrrrTi
c
Purina
tended the show in Fulton Fri,
MIXINO
ina Formulas.
las. See us toSERVICE
day evening.
Se• us today
day for Apfor
proved Purina
Powell Melton has returned to
Mixing
Custom
his work in Pennsylvania after
Service.
visiting with his wife and daugnter.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
Jimmie Allen were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell and
909 COLLEGE ST.
l'HONE 620
boys of Fulton Sunday evening.
Cip tom Grinding and Mixing
Custom Seed Cleaning
Jana Floyd spent Saturday
night with her grandparents, Mr
and Mrs. Vodie Floyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleton
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
visited relatives in Lynville,
It Pays To Advertise In The News!
Sunday afternoon.

YOUR GRAIN & PURINA

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

11 if 11 11 WI 111 111
II
IR MI

\

iftwe's So Mud
ree're lied*

\%%\\,

a stranger asked you to pay
his electric light bill every month ...

UPPOSE

Farfetched idea? Not so--because you
do help to pay a lot of other people's electric bills every month!

—

A shouted •Il
• VA*
pered remark. •
-heard
direction! Of course. yen's.*
sof "deaf'—but isn't there•
lot you're mistime
You can do sometbidg
about your hearing loss righs
now—before total deafness
creeps up on you. Many
thousends, realizing that •
person seldom gets deaf all
at once, have mined to Belmar for relief-and have been
iLer sinc
hIpt
.
it
Caifrt
not only in ralld asses
of hearing loss. bas
Trained consultants
C110 fa the Beltone to YOUR partsgasilar needs

Every time you buy cigarettes, matches,
gasoline, a lipstick or a watch,or hundreds
of other things, part of what you pay is a
federal taic. And that same federal tax
money helps pay those strangers' electric

k it!

bills.

Man

SI•eft CUM

MO.

z
hetA TU148014EIS
"
SrlIOVINeirgil

FREE BOOK
Get the full facts oa this
common problem—learn
what modern science is
doing for ihe h•rd of
hearing. Let us send you
our free booklet full of
interesting facts.Vt-s absolutely free. All you Nave
to do is fill out the coupon
•nd send it in. Do it nowl

Every day, along rural roadways of the South, you see
new telephone poles reaching for the sky.

Telephone service ie our business, and we are working to get it to thoee who want it as soon as we cam. It'll
be good service., too--tlae kind for which America is
famous!
Because the farmer serves everybody, serving the
farmer is one of our most important jobs. And we're
keeping right at it

-

Here's why: the federal govertunent is
in the electric husiness in some parts of
the country. It sells electric service to
some people and to certain industries-below the real cost.

MONO-PAC
OW-UNIT HEARING AID

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage

Who makes up the difference? You do
—the government uses some of your taxes
for that purpose.
The more of this below-cost electricity

the gcrvernment sells, the more taxes the
government must collect to malce up the
difference between selling price and cost.
Under Socialism in Engl2nA, government supplies all electric service...there
are no self-supeorting electric service companies any more. As a result, the English
people today are paying more for their
electricity, and British newspapers are full
of complaints about the electric service
since the government took over.
We are against government-in-business
in America. We are against government
in the electric power business because it
threatens all self-supporling electric companies. And because it is Socialization of
one business, a long first step toward Socialization of all business.
Most Americans don't want that ...
Do you?

O. A. Roland
Phone 4946

2031 Jefferson

Padiscali, Ry.
FREE BOOK

I

MAIL COUPON

e coring Serviee
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
Ple•se weed me valuable FREE Booklm
about DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
OVERCOME IT.

Lid:ftf.

I-own

I

UTILITIES
li
r

N•Rie

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

111F VI 11
m

•

‘\

v

Telephone service has been supplied to a lot more
southern farms during the last three years than during
any other three-year period in history. Right now
Southern Bell is building rural linee at the fastest rate
ever. And total telephone installations in southern
rural areas this year will set a new record.

II

fly 44s bill•Er me,%AI you?

WHY BE

Landmarks of Growth
in Farm Telephones

youR GRAIN & PURINA

State

COMPANY

INCOEFOE•Ille
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BROWSING HOURS 8 A, Mr TO 6 P, M.

COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND

We Can't
OUT - The
We LOST OUR LEASE-WE HAVE TO GET
fact we're
time is drawing closer-we're getting nervous--_-in
stoves with
going nuts- we can't take a storeroom full of good
out fast.
us-WE CAN'T EAT 'EM-we've got to move 'em

EAT iENE

HERE THEY ARE, prices slashed in HALF. Our loss will be
your gain, but HURRY DOWN THIS WEEK if you need one
for next winter.-All prices cash; no trade-ins.

Stoves-Ranges-Heaters

CE

HALF

WILSON hot blast heaters, large size; Reg. $44.95__ $22.18
Now reduced to

Oil Cook Stoves

CANNON HEATERS, reg. $64.50 now

oven
KEROGAS 5-burner cookstove with built-on
Reg.
with porcelain door and temperature-indicator.
to
d
price $69.95, now reduce

$34.98

SAVOIL 4-burner (3 on top, 1 in oven) table-top style
with roomy oven underneath and also a storage drawer. Reg. Price $84.50, now reduced to

$41.15

blast heatOLD KENTUCKY HOME large size hot
$21A8
ers, Reg. $42.95, reduced to
blast
OLD KENTUCKY HOME medium size hot
$15.75
heaters, Reg. $31.50, reduced to
heatOLD KENTUCKY HOME small size hot blast
$13.48
ers, Reg. $26.95, reduced to
of
STATE magazine-type coal heaters, hold 75-lbs.
$24.75
coal. Reg. $49.50, reduced to
$36.95,
GRATE-TYPE HOT BLAST HEATERS, Reg.
$18.18
Now reduced to
__$15.98

IVY small Wood heaters, Reg. $27.50, Now

$/3.Z5

SIMMONS wood heater, Reg. $27.50, Now

$13.75

LAUNDRY HEATERS, 4-eye models, Reg. $22.95
$11.18
now vduced to
LAUNDRY HEATERS, 2-eie models, medium size,
$7.48
Reg. $14.95, reduced to
SMALL SIZE, Regular $10.95, Now reduced to $5.18

DIXIE NO-SMOKE, magazine circulating type, 100lb. capacity, reg. $99.50, now $19.75; plain type, 100-lb
$27.18
capacity, Reg. $54.95 now reduced to
KOL-GAS,warm-morning type; 100-lb. capacity; Reg.
$27.18
$54.95, now reduced to
With extra fuel-saving attachment reg $64.95; $32.48

OIL HEATERS
SURE-HEAT one-burner one-room
heater with 3-gallon tank. Reg. price
$2148
$42.95, now reduced to
„FRQ_GIL parlor-type circulating oil
heater; 3-4 room size, nice lookilig cabi-•
net. Regular price $109.95 now $54.98
SAVOIL portable bathroom oil heat$6.48
ers; Reg. price $12.95, now
SAVOIL 2-burner, parlor-type heater
$18.18
with jacket, Reg. $36.95 now

WOOD AND COAL RANGES
No. 814, all-porcelain ranges with overhead shelf, full oven with temperature
indicator; steel top, reg $109.50
$51.75
Now Reduced to
No. 25 GEORGE WASHINGTON
RANGES, porcelain outside, all-steel
top, full oven with heat indicator; Reg.
price $112.50, now reduced to____$56.25
ROYAL porcelain range with all-steel
top, full oven and large storage drawer; Reg. $114.95, now reduced to $57.48

fURNITI.14 co.

LTO N

AVA'. ••• FULTON,KY.
519-323 WALNUT ST.... SitiffAereliaM. C
41•1111E

__$32.25

ALL ACCESSORIES, HALF-PRICE
Take your pick of pipe, shovels, elbows, floor pads,
hods, scoops etc. etc.

Heating Stoves

IVY large Wood heaters, Reg. $31.95, now__

__

•••
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Notice to Members oi

Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
4, TO 6 P, M.

1.1
ios

will be
)u need one

ers

Mrs. L. G. Hutehison, Billie
and Gene visited Mr. and Mrs.
Les Cruce Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchison spent Wednesday
with
Mrs. Junior Cruce.
Mrs. Willie B. Tanner of Hornbeak is in the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Adkins
and family spent a few days last
week at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
spent Sunday with Mrs. Cruce's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Clark
of Palmersville.
Mr. and Mrs Les Cruce, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl W Hutchison and
Mr. and Mrs...Junior Cruce visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther Pannell
of Union City Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Shepherd
of Union City spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Hutchison.

Fulton, Kentucky
DURING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
THE SECOND and FOURTH
MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY,7:30 P. M.
MOOSE HALL

LAKE STREET

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

A Wealth of Hospitality
For a Small Investment

r

C Let us clean your radiator witb
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV STA
Dukedom highway

Smitin' Ed McConnell likes to get in the mood for his WLWNBC Saturday show for children by playing a violin solo, unless
"Froggy the Gremlin" decides to perch on the strings of the cigar.
box fiddle. McConnell airs his program at 11:30 pan, EST.

LeGear, Gardner
State Views On
Control Of Flies
Dr. D. H. LeGear has observed
that in recent months everyone
is in a furor about fly control.
DDT was doing a good job against flies and suddenly the
Government says, "Do not use
DDT and similar chemical on
dairy cattle and in milk barns."
Notice that there is no recommendation for u.se against DDT
on other animals or on buildings
around the farm other than those
used in the production of milk.
The fact is says Dr. LeGear,
DDT is just as good as ever and
it should be used widely and
control on
regularly for fly
farms. The only reason the Pure
Food and Drug Administration
is opposed to its use on or around dairy animals is that it
has the quality of being picked
up bv the body of the cow and
small amounts are then passed
out in the milk.

ial, Methoxychlor, be used instead.
Because of Methoxychlor's fine
behavior in killing flies, and because its poisoning danger is so
much less than DDT, an inquiry
was started to see what it might
do toward stopping vegetable insects.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

Phone 68

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken

They tried to belittle Shakespeare, and the day will come
when they will try to
belittle
Einstein in fact, it has come.

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired

For Prompt Service Phone 502

STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly, Owner
Junction West State Line and Union City 111-way

CURB SERVICE

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FO,A THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS
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It killed fleabeetles, Colorado
beetles and leafhoppers
with
perhaps more dispatch than DDT.
striped
It killed the
cucumber
beetle, with no apparent harm
to the vines. Best of all, it stopped the Mexican bean
beetle,
and had marked effect on the
blister beetle, the old-fashioned
potato bug, and exceedingly difficult insect to control. In short,
Methoxycholor appears to be a
good general insecticide for use
in the garden.

For the present only the 50
percent strength has come on
the market, the kind that is used
in wet spraying, two level tablespoons in one gallon of water.
Doubtless, ready-to-use dusts of
So far, DDT has not been 3 percent and 5 percent streneltis
known to cause any health prob- soon will appear to be applied
lems in humans but milk is a through a dust gun.
food and as such the law says it
must not be contaminated by any
What we truly and
earnestly
substance that might possibly be
aspire to be, that in some sense
harmful to humans. Therefore.
we are. The more aspiration, by
DDT should not be used op dairy by
changing the frame of the
cows since it can be passed mind,
for the moment realizes
through the milk and it might itself.
sometime prove to be a harmful
—Anna Jameson
contaminant.
' for use on
DDT is still "Tops.
beef cattle, horses, mules, sheep,
swine, barns (other than dairy
barns), poultry houses, and farm
buildings in general. Its residual
action and ease of application,
For yourself,
coupled with its econamy, still
for your family,
make it the insecticide of choice
for most of the farm.
for your friends
Now—"What to do about dairy
. . . a picture
cattle, milk barns, etc.?"
says more than
Authorities recommend the old
a thousand
time-tested "daddy of all insectwords!
icides" Pyrethrum, with its activity stepped up with Piperonyl
Butoxide. This chemical increasMake an Apes the action of Pyrethrins.many
point Today.
times, malting an insecticide that
lasting
is more erfective„ longer
and very economical.
Mtn S. Gemisteir, Kentucky
212 Commereial
Fallow
College of Agriculture, states
that "For controlling flies in
dairy barns and on cattle generally, spraying with DDT has
been a successful practice for I
the past few years. Recently,
however, farm magazines have'
been carrying the warning that
as DDT is of a somewhat poisonous nature, the more safe mater-

Happy's Liquor Store
FINE WINES
LIQUORS
CORDIALS
IMPORTS

Memory Lives
In Pictures

SCOTCHES
Happy Hogan

Wray Ward

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store

Gardner's Studio

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

jib,

YOUR PROBLEMS WILL
QUICKLY DISAPPEAR
IF YOU NEED CASH
AND COME IN HERE

13

Dollat

FOURTH ANNUAL SHEEP BREEDERS SALE

STATE FAIR

250 ADVANCE
TICKET SALE •

\

AT LOCAL STORES

Buy Now—Save Pric•
•
AKE PART IN YOUR FAIR
Whether unexpected *stress, or on accumulation of regular
expenses, have you worried .. . phone or come in and get a
friendly cash loan. It's the simple, business-like way to solve
your problems ... and we'll be glad to help you at any time.
40441(.4

7eitsto Nedge Zowee Peueseat4

— Use our 20-month repaynsent plan to reduce monthly pay/insists. Phone or come in for information.

Write for catalog and entry
blanks for your exhibits in
one or more departmental
• LIVESTOCK—ALL MEN
•
•=1 WARTIME
• 701111(CO—FIEUI OOPS
• HMS/ SNOW

At BROOKS LOOSE LEAF nooR, MADISONVILLE, KENTUCKY

Tuesday, July 26th, 1949
50--Registered and Pure Bred Rams: Hampshires, Suffolks, Southdovnis and Shropshires 50
300--Top Quality Hampshire Cross Yearling Ewes
280--Top Quality Suffolk Cross Ewes
220—Top Quality Grade Ewes
Consignments from leading Breeders-Enteries Solicited
Rant Show

will be held at 9:30 A.M.—Sale starts at 1:00 P.M.

Phones—Day 63
Night 1133-W
NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE STORE
FULTON 311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 1252

Auctioneers: Geo. M. Kurtz, Sturgis, Ky., and E. E. Ramage, Smithland, Ky.

300
.. 280
220
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wild' in the matter of official
salaries."
Possibility the State may lose
services
of
permanently the
Robert K. Cullen as reviser for
the Kentucky Statutes Revision
Commission is another strong argument for adoption of an amendment to the Constitution
Quail—Season November 20 permitting an increase in salary
to January 10. Bag limit 10 per limits for its officials and emday.
ployes," the Governor commentRabbits—Season November 20 ed.
per
limit
a
Bag
to January 10.
day.
Grouse or Native Pheasant—
Season December 1 to December
15. Bag limit 2 per day.
Opossum and Raccoon — Season November 20 to January 31.
The Greenfield. Tenn., DevelMink, Skunk, Muskrat and Red
Fox—Season December 1 to Jan- opment Co. announces the completion
of approximately 10,000
uary 31.
Bullfrog—Season June 1 to De- square feet of added factory
, space this week. This together
cember 31. Limit per day 15.
A person who has hunted two , with the previous building makes
or more days in succession may a working area of over 35,000
have in his possession a total square Peet.
Erected just north of the first
of not more than twice the above
building and joined by a condaily limits of any species.
The season on all migratory necting ramp, this annex is of
waterfowl and doves will C3M- similar lines in design and conply with the dates to be an- traction.
nounced by the U. S. Fish and
This all means an added payWildlife Service.
roll of $90,000.00 annually and
make
the added to the previous payroll
The proposal to
animal gives Greenfield a shot in the
groundhog a protected
was discussed at length by the arm to the tune of over $300,000
Commission, but a vote was not each year:
taken on the proposal. The ComMany new employees are bemission pointed out that the 'ing added daily. Greenfield is
groundhog in Kentucky is rap- now the shipping point of flie
idly becoming classed as a game output of both the local factory
animal and is considored a delic- and Dresden Manufactuing Comacy for eating. It was pointed out pany.
that the groundhog is a conservator of rabbits in that it provides dens for them.
The Fish laws and regulations
were unchanged from last year.
They are:(kind, daily cleel limit
and size limit)—

Some Changes Made In State
Game And Fish Regulations
A few changes were made in
the Game and Fish regulations
ait the regular June meeting of
the State Game and Fish Commission in the offices of the Division of Game and Fish Director
Lori Wallace.
A training period for coon and,
opossum dogs was created and
of
the season Por the taking
these animals was extended under an emergency power granted
the Commission and the Director
at the 1948 General Assembly.
The Commission voted to allow the coon hunter to train his
dogs in the fields by running
possums and coons from Ootober
1 until midnight November 19,
during which period no ccgms or
possums are to be taken and during which the hunter is barred
from carrying guns. From midnight November 19 through January 31 was designated as the
official coon hunting season durpossums
ing which coons and
may be taken by guns and dogs.
The trapping season for furbearing animals was left the same as
for last season. These dates are
December 1 to January 31, both
dates inclusive.
The Commission voted to ban

deer hunting this year. It was
pointed out that deer in the area
in which hunting was permitted
last year have decreased in number until there is no damage being done farm crops and the Commission voted in favor of ailowing the brood stock to remain in
these areas to reproduce and
stock these and other sections.
In an effori to curb the out-ofseason rabbit and quail hunter,
the Commission voted to ban the
use of shotguns in the fields for
any purpose from midniglit November 5 until midnight November 19, the day before the open
season on quail and rabbits. The
Commission also voted to ban the
sale of coon carcasses at any time
in the year and to prevent the
cutting or molesting of trees
bearing coon dens. Also, the
Commissioners barred the molestation - or destruction of ground
dens of coons.
All other regulations for fish
and game were to remain the
same, the Commission voted.
both
The complete season
dates inclusive and bag limits
follow:
Squirrel—Season August 20 to
November 5. Bag limit 6 per day.

Drastic Reductions on all

GIFT ITEMS
We must move our stock
for the arrival of Fall merchandise.
Come and look around for the gifts
you have wanted.
•
Sate starts July 23 and ends July 30
•

KILLEBREW'S
Flowers and Gifts

GREENFIELD PLANT
HAS HUGE PAYROLL

FINIS ("BILL) HOUSTON
Funs (Bill) Houston, died last
Saturday in Memphis, where he
was making his home, following
an operation in the city.
Services were conducted Sunday at the chapel of the Whitnel
Funeral Horne in Fulton by Rev.
W. E. Mischke, with burial in
Greenlea cemetery.
and
Mr. Houston was born
reared in Fulton aad was previously associated in the dairy
business here with his father and
brothers.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Florence Shuman Houston of Memphis; two brothers, Bernard and
Norman Houston of Fulton; a
nephew, Elmus Lynn Houston of
Louisville; three nieces, Mrs.

USELESS INFORMATION —
Warren Gaer of Des Moines,
Iowa. Mrs. Chester Brunson of It isn't the lemon in love's gardunion City and Miss Shirley en that gets the most squeezing.
Houston of Fultok a great nephew, Douglas Gaer; and several
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
uncles and aunts.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
AUTO GLASS installed, Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210
Church.

Robert J. I
honored with
the Church
Methodist Ch
last Sunday.
recognition o
perfect atten
School record
ly written 14
Lamb had
tendance the
dechWing that
tury Class"
clas.s he had
18 years of cc
25 cities.
The Little
rnong the larl
ern Methodis

WOMEN!HELP FILL THE NEED
. FOR PRACTICAL NURSES
INSTRUCTION—Easy to learn at
home, spare time. Good pay.
Many earn while learning. No
high school required. Information FREE. Wayne School of
Practical Nursing, Box 109 c-o
Fulton News.
FOR RENT: Bedroom, 405 Park
Ave. Mrs. Tom White, Telephone 420.
RENEW YOUR 1949 Kentucky
drivers license now, at the city
clerk's office in the Fulton
City Hall.

. Those of
member Gus
Hickman (an
oesuidecsbuid)
be interested
Gus's paper,
ginia) NEWS
Virginia Frew
est award th
"Community
istic integrity

Lay-Away Your Winter Blankets Now!
. .. Select your blankets NOW
... at these low summer prices!
Many more in the sale not listed here.

... Pay a little down ... and a
little each week. No carrying
charges; it doesn't cost a cent
'more than if you paid now!

... So come in now and buy ...
yo.u'll have your blankets all
paid for by the time you need
them. It's easy, it's economical!

PART WOOL PLAIDS

amendment to
j beThevotedproposed
_on this fall would set

Sensi'tio,nal values! 70x80 inch bright plaid
part wool PAIRS .... •

the limit for state officials at
$12,000 a year; for district officers, $8 430 and county officials
at $7.200. The General Assembly
would be authorized to fix the
pay ceilings of the officials, and
the Governor commented "it has
been my experience that the legislative body never runs 'hog-

Large 70x130-inch pairs. Cotton
with 5% wool. 4-inch sateen
binding. Each individually packaged. Druid Brand. Rose, Blue,
Green, Peach and Wine. .

Condensed Statement of Condition

FULTON BANK

Warm 50% Wool Singles
et

Buy

Satin bound. 72:84-ineh
Boxed. 4-color choice . .

Now

And

At Close of Business,30 June, 1949

Save!

A Little Down
A Little Each
Week

RESO-URCES
Cash and Due From Banks_ _7_
United States Government Securities
Municipal Bonds
Loans and Discounts __
Bank Premises
Furniture and Fixtures __
TOTAL RESOURCES

_

$151,567.87
579;819.79
28,153.72
436,539.75
12,900.00
6,540.64
$1,215,521.77

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
DEPOSITS
Officer's Checks
TOTAL LIABILITIES

$ 50,000.00
10,000.00
23,735.46
1,106,118.96
25,667.35
$1,215,521.77

The Officers, and Directors of this Institution wish to extend to each of yon, our
customers, our deepest personal thanks for making this June 30th statement a
possibility. Without your patronage this statement could never have been a reality.
shall strive constantly to render to you the maximum in Banking services, in
return for your patronage and good

Special Value Part Wool

Indian Design Single

A PURREY leader 72x90 inch
size. 12% wool, balance rayon 7

66x80-inch, alvillys useful, gay
novelty-type cotton blanket 2

Each boxed. Nine colors ...

ac

07
.
1

in assorted colors, patterns

no

40•710

Lovely, Warm, All Wool Singles
An Outstanding Value
Full 72x90-inch size.
Rayon satin binding.

or

A TREASURE TO OWN
72x90-inch Cannon Rayon
satin binding 8A

Boxed. 6 solid colors 047.
, color choice . . . .

or

11107J

Nlember Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
'
15.000.00 maximum insurance for each depoaitor.

ROBERTS STORE
422 LAKE STREET

Read

Imo

Sand pike or sauger, 10, 10 in.
Striped bass, 15.
Muskellunge, 24 inches.

"The most earnest and careful consideration" today was
asked by Gov. Earle C. Clements
for the raising of the $5,000 annual salary limitation amendment to figures more commensurate with present-day living standards. "Adoption of the amendment is of the utmost importance to all the citizens of Ken. tucky."

The

Ken-1

Black bass (small mouth, large
mouth, and Kentucky) 10, 10 in.
Rock bass or goggle. eye, 15.
Crappie or newlight, 30.
Jack salmon or walleyed pike,
10: 13 in.

CLEMENTS ASKS
SALARY RAISES

•:. jam=

FULTON, KY.
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